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SUMMARY  

The goal of the enclosed project was to design an efficient process that purifies 

silicon for eventual use in solar panels.  In chemical terms, metallurgical grade silicon 

was taken at a purity of 99.0% and raised to a purity of pre-solar grade silicon at 99.9%. 

The clients, Drs. David Lynch and Gordon Geiger, asked Solliv Engineering to 

design a process to handle 600 metric tonnes of metallurgical silicon per year and to 

engineer a design based on the information publicly available on a process from Elkem, a 

corporation in Norway.  While this did allow some freedom in methodology, the process 

was largely determined via research on the so-called “Silgrain” process of Elkem. 

The increased purity of silicon mentioned above is accomplished in the design by 

two reactors: the first is used to dissolve much of the inter-grain impurities with 

hydrochloric acid and to wash this away, and the second is used to etch off the silicon 

dioxide layer with hydrofluoric acid.  Each reactor is followed by a fluidized wash tank to 

ensure that the particles are kept clean of residuals.  The system also contains an HCl 

neutralization tank and an HF storage tank.  Further design details are elaborated upon in 

the process description (section 2.1.6). 

While it cannot be necessarily shown without experimentation via a pilot plant, 

the research conducted for this design indicates that the process will work.  Furthermore, 

and perhaps most important to determining the project’s viability, the financials for this 

project are highly favorable, with an investor’s rate of return of 128% at 5 years into 

operation.  The financial favorability of this process is unsurprising, however, since the 

process is dramatically more efficient than other methods, such as the Siemens process, 

which is the current standard of refining silicon. The Siemens process is targeted towards 



preparing electronics-grade silicon for semiconductors, which must be at a higher purity 

than is required for use in photovoltaics.  Further financial details may be seen in the 

economic analysis (section 5). 

As with any process, and in particular with new processes such as this, there are 

uncertainties involved.  First, the process could prove to be more expensive to 

successfully run than is indicated by the design.  Second, the market for solar power 

could be overtaken by other forms of alternative energy, such as wind or biofuels.  

Furthermore, while solar power is projected to grow in the coming years (Green, 1993), 

this growth could be delayed or nullified by a drastic increase in the price of 

metallurgical grade silicon to $4.00, or respectively, a drop in the selling price of pre-

solar grade silicon to $3.85. 

Yet, even with the above uncertainties, this process seems promising, as it helps 

fill a niche market of purifying silicon specifically for use in solar cell construction.  

Additionally, the projected financials for the process show an excellent return on 

investment in a field of energy production that is widely predicted to experience 

continued growth in the future. 
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1. INTRODUCTION &  BACKGROUND  

As the United States and world economy face rising oil prices and increased 

dependence on fossil fuels, the need for alternative sources of energy becomes crucial. 

Nuclear power has great potential to be a readily accepted by the public as a form of 

alternative energy, but it has had catastrophes such as Three Mile Island and Chernobyl 

that affected the whole world (Rothwell, 2006). Wind power is promising but it is 

unsightly and has limited energy production (Norheim, 2008). There have been other 

creative ideas that push the limits of modern day energy production, such as harnessing 

power from the moon by driving turbines with receding tides or by harvesting He-3 from 

the Moon’s surface for use in a nuclear reactor. Many of these ideas have been 

implemented and have yielded positive results for alternative ways of producing energy, 

but there are certain issues that hold them from wide-scale usage. But one thing is clear: 

the cost of fossil fuels is quickly increasing and, with estimates of 100 to 150 more years 

before they run out, the time is now to transition to an alternative form of energy in place 

of fossil fuels (Ohnishi, 1995). 

Solar energy is not a declining field. In fact, the market for solar energy increased 

35% in 2005 (Solar Power, 2007). The use of solar energy through photovoltaic cells has 

been around ever since the early years of space exploration in the 1950’s, with the first 

report on their use written by Bell Laboratories in 1954 (Green, 1993). Expensive, low-

efficiency solar cells were implemented in limited capacity for lighthouses and radio 

relay stations and space technologies until the 1973 oil crisis when they were identified as 

a possible source of large-scale energy (Ohnishi, 1995). At this time, both the United 

States Department of Energy and the International Trade and Industry of Japan began to 
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research the use of wide scale photovoltaic technology. Now, solar energy has enormous 

potential due to its wide-spread applicability in the consumer and industrial markets. A 

great advantage for the industrial sector is that it allows factories to be located in rural 

areas because they do not have to be connected to an electrical grid in a large 

metropolitan area. One such example of solar energy’s benefits is in Mae Hong Son, 

Thailand where a factory is able to reduce the emissions of CO2 by 483 tons a year 

because they use solar panels to generate electricity instead of a fossil fuel-driven energy 

source (Hoffman, 2006). 

 In order to appreciate the potential of harnessing solar energy, it is helpful to look 

at market trends and information regarding photovoltaic cells. Photovoltaic (PV) cells are 

the actual cells that harness the sun’s energy and convert it to a usable form of electricity.  

The photovoltaic industry has enormous economic potential and its demand is 

increasing. Companies and people want to reduce the cost of running their operations 

from fossil fuels and start harnessing solar energy using PV cells.  The demand for PV 

cells has been growing at a rate of around 33% per year, with estimates that the total 

amount of usable energy produced by these cells will have topped 600 MW in 2003, up 

from about 250 MW just three years previous (Hoffman, 2006). Figure 1 (Hoffmann, 

2006) shows the usage of PV energy per energy sector from 1998 until 2003. It shows 

that the on-grid usage of solar cells, meaning the solar cell works in conjunction with a 

regular power grid from a power plant, makes up the largest amount of usage with off -

grid usage making up a large portion.  
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Figure 1:  Chart showing market growth of on-grid, off-grid and consumer product usage 
of PV cells from 1998 to 2003. 

 

The consumer products sector is consistently small, but simply because the 

products, like a wristwatch, require much less energy to operate. Yet on the whole the 

total amount of energy generated by PV cells consistently proves that there is a demand 

for this form of energy generation. 

Since 50% of the cost of a PV module is tied up in refined silicon, an increase in 

the demand for PV cells means there will be an increase in the demand for silicon 

(Goetzberger, 2000). In addition, with shortages in supply of silicon from the electronics 

industry and demand remaining the same, there exists a market that is willing and able to 

pay for a supply of silicon. In 2005 alone, the PV industry used around 17,600 metric 

tonnes of refined silicon with estimates that this will increase to 77,600 metric tonnes by 

2010 (Solar Power, 2007). Such an increase in demand coupled with the decrease in the 

supply of silicon means that a new method for silicon production is necessary to make up 

the difference in supply.  

The only reason that PV cells are able to produce electricity is because they are 

made of semi-conducting materials. Semi-conductors have a unique property that allows 

a quantized state of energy, provided by the sun, to be absorbed by the electrons in the 
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cell.  They are energized to a higher state and are subsequently passed into what PV cells 

uniquely possess: band gaps. 

A band gap is a material science phenomenon that occurs in semiconductors and 

gives them their unique properties. Semiconductors derive their name from the structure 

of their valence shell orbitals and how they interact. When describing semiconductors it 

helps to look at how these valance shell orbitals may or may not overlap. There exist two 

different energy bands as seen in Fig. 2: the lower energy valance band and the higher 

energy conduction band.  

Figure 2. Diagram of an insulator showing valence and conduction bands as well as the 
band gap. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In an insulator, the valance and conduction bands are separated by too large of an 

energy difference, therefore excited electrons are not able to pass between the two bands. 

The other end of the spectrum is a conductor, whose valence and conduction bands are so 

close in energy that electrons can pass between the two bands freely. A semiconductor is 

a mix of the two: it has two distinct bands like the insulator but can allow electrons with 

sufficient kinetic energy jump to the conduction band. The factor that determines whether 
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an electron will pass to the conduction band is the size of the band gap.  The band gap 

distance is proportional to the magnitude of the energy difference between the two bands 

and is an intrinsic property of a material.   It affects how conductive that a semiconductor 

will be.  

 Silicon is a semiconductor. Its band gap is small enough that energy from photons 

excites electrons from the valence to the conduction band allowing energy to be gained. 

Yet, for reasons too complicated for this design, silicon is not the ideal material for 

photovoltaic cells (Goetzberger, 2000).  Despite this fact, silicon has been used almost 

exclusively in solar cells because there has been a high quantity of excess, high quality 

silicon from the electronics industry (Goetzberger, 2000). In fact, 95% of all the PV cells 

that have currently been produced have been made from silicon (Solar Power, 2007). 

This partnership between electronics companies and PV manufacturers has generally 

been positive, but in the past if there had been a lack of surplus silicon then the price of 

refined silicon would rise dramatically. If the price of refined silicon starts to go too high 

then the PV industry will really be in trouble due to the fact that “over 50% of the cost of 

a module is due to the cost of processed silicon” (Goetzberger, 2000). This high cost, 

coupled with the high demand for silicon (over 17,600 metric tonnes in 2005) makes it 

very apparent that a new, low cost method of producing silicon is essential (Solar Power, 

2007).  

When introduced with this design, the engineers at Solliv Engineering had a few 

goals in mind. The main goal was to design an economically feasible process that would 

process 600 metric tonnes per year of metallurgical grade silicon. The process was to 

have a minimal environmental impact and be as simple as possible.  
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Whereas the PV industry has relied on reject semiconductor material, the design 

developed by Solliv Engineering eliminates this need by refining silicon directly from 

metallurgical silicon. The design is based on the Silgrain process, which was developed 

by Elkem of Norway. Here, acid breaks down and eliminates impurities in metallurgical 

grade silicon, resulting in high purity pre-solar grade silicon. This is then the input to a 

directional solidification process downstream for final purification and conversion into 

solar grade silicon. The goal of this process is to produce 600 metric tonnes per year of 

pre-solar grade silicon from metallurgical silicon.  

 Due to the fact that this process involves complicated reactions as well as other 

variables that are difficult to precisely quantify, several assumptions had to be made to 

come up with a working design. First, the proposed plants will be add-ons to existing 

solar-cell plants. This particular plant will be located in Tucson, AZ as specified by the 

client Dr. David Lynch. Second, it is assumed that if several solar companies are willing 

to contribute the capital necessary to build the 600 metric tonne plants then these 

companies will have a guaranteed solar grade silicon purchase price for a certain number 

of years. These solar companies are purchasers of solar grade silicon and would attach 

the plants to their existing facilities. 

 The enclosed process is downstream from an electric arc furnace smelting process 

and upstream from a directional solidification process (Thorsen, 1996). The process will 

have a throughput of 600 metric tonnes per year of metallurgical grade silicon and will 

operate 24 hours a day, 5 days a week for 50 weeks out of the year. This allows time for 

shutdown and maintenance of the equipment.  
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2.  OVERALL PROCESS DESCRIPTION , RATIONALE , &  OPTIMIZATION  

2.1 PROCESS DESCRIPTION  

2.1.1 BLOCK FLOW DIAGRAM  

Figure 3:  Silgrain Block Flow Diagram 
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2.1.2 PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM  
 
Figure 4a:  Silgrain Process Flow Diagram 
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Figure 4b:  Silgrain Process Flow Diagram 
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2.1.3 EQUIPMENT TABLES 

Table 1:  Equipment Table – Valves 
Valves V-101 V-201 
Type 3-Way Ball 3-Way Ball 
MOC Stainless Steel with PTFE Seats Stainless Steel with PTFE Seats 
 
Table 2:  Equipment Table - Conveyer 
Conveyer C-101 
Type Belt Conveyor 
MOC Stainless Steel 
Length [m] 6.1 
Power [W] 6.7 
 
Table 3:  Equipment Table - Pumps 
Pumps P-101 P-102 P-103 P-201 P-202 
Component Dilute Hydrochloric Acid Water Water Dilute Hydrofluoric Acid Water 
MOC HDPE Stainless steel Stainless steel HDPE Stainless Steel 
Flow [m3/min] 0.062 3.72 0.077 0.052 0.077 
Fluid Density [kg/m3] 1.02 1.0 1.0 1.02 1.0 
Efficiency 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
Power [W] 8 25 13 5 13 
 
Table 4:  Equipment Table - Heat Exchangers 
Heat Exchangers E-101 
Type Electric Heater 
MOC Stainless Steel 
Duty [kW] 230 
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Table 5:  Equipment Table - Reactor and Vessels 
Reactors/Vessels R-101 R-201 T-101 T-102 
Type CSTR CSTR Weir Wash Tank Liquid Storage 
MOC Ebonite Lined Steel HDPE Ebonite Lined Steel Ebonite Lined Steel 
Temperature [C] 95 25 25 25 
Pressure [bar] 1 1 1 1 
Orientation Vertical Vertical Vertical Vertical 
Height/Diameter 
Ratio 

1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Diameter [m] 0.447 0.408 0.408 1.57 
Volume [m3] 0.105 0.08 0.08 4.59 
 
Table 6:  Equipment Table - Reactor and Vessels 
Reactors/Vessels T-103 T-201 T-202 T-203 
Type CSTR Liquid Storage Weir Wash Tank Liquid Storage 
MOC Ebonite Lined Steel HDPE HDPE HDPE 
Temperature [C] 25 25 25 25 
Pressure [bar] 1 1 1 1 
Orientation Vertical Vertical Vertical Vertical 
Height/Diameter Ratio 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Diameter [m] 0.400 0.349 0.408 1.57 
Volume [m3] 0.075 0.05 0.08 4.59 
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Table 7:  Equipment Table - Dryer 
Dryer D-201 
Drying Area [m2] 1.82 
MOC Stainless Steel 
Capacity [kg/hr] 100 
Moisture Content In 40% 
Moisture Content Out 0% 
Drying Gas N2 
         Flow rate [m3/hr] 1.97 
         Temperature [°C] 25 
Drying Time [min] 15 
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2.1.4 STREAM TABLES 
 
Table 8:  Stream Table part 1 
Stream 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Temperature [°C] 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 150 25 
Pressure [bar] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Vapor Fraction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mass Flow [kg/batch] 101.0 101.0 205.1 180.1 180.1 180.1 180.1 180.1 100.1 9.0 
Mole Flow [kmol/batch] 3.6 3.6 9.4 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 3.6 0.1 
Component Mass Flow [kg/batch]           
Silicon, Si 101.0 101.0 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1 0.0 
Hydrochloric Acid, HCl 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Ferric Chloride, FeCl3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.0 
Sodium Bicarbonate, NaHCO3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Water, H2O 0.0 0.0 105.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 0.0 0.0 
Nitrogen, N2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Hydrofluoric Acid, HF 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Sodium Chloride, NaCl 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Carbon Dioxide, CO2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 9:  Stream Table part 2 
Stream 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
Temperature [°C] 51 25 25 25 25 95 25 25 25 25 
Pressure [bar] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Vapor Fraction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mass Flow [kg/batch] 50.0 4.8 53.9 63.4 63.4 63.4 5741.0 5741.0 105.0 2778.0 
Mole Flow [kmol/batch] 2.4 0.1 2.5 3.4 3.4 3.4 318.7 318.7 5.8 154.2 
Component Mass Flow [kg/batch]           
Silicon, Si 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Hydrochloric Acid, HCl 2.1 0.0 0.0 3.2 3.2 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Ferric Chloride, FeCl3 6.1 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Sodium Bicarbonate, NaHCO3 0.0 4.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Water, H2O 40.8 0.0 41.9 60.3 60.3 60.3 5741.0 5741.0 105.0 2778.0 
Nitrogen, N2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Hydrofluoric Acid, HF 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Sodium Chloride, NaCl 0.0 0.0 3.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Carbon Dioxide, CO2 0.0 0.0 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 10:  Stream Table part 3 
Stream 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
Temperature [°C] 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 
Pressure [bar] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Vapor Fraction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mass Flow [kg/batch] 2906.3 2906.3 2906.3 2906.3 80.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 2778.0 2858.0 
Mole Flow [kmol/batch] 161.2 161.2 161.2 161.2 4.4 2.8 2.8 2.8 154.2 158.6 
Component Mass Flow [kg/batch]           
Silicon, Si 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Hydrochloric Acid, HCl 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Ferric Chloride, FeCl3 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Sodium Bicarbonate, NaHCO3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Water, H2O 2902.4 2902.4 2902.4 2902.4 80.0 47.5 47.5 47.5 2778.0 2858.0 
Nitrogen, N2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Hydrofluoric Acid, HF 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 2.5 2.5 0.0  
Sodium Chloride, NaCl 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Carbon Dioxide, CO2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 11:  Stream Table part 4 
Stream 31 32 33 34 35 
Temperature [°C] 25 25 25 25 150 
Pressure [bar] 1 1 1 1 1 
Vapor Fraction 0 0 0 1 1 
Mass Flow [kg/batch] 2858.0 2858.0 2858.0 0.6 80.6 
Mole Flow [kmol/batch] 158.6 158.6 158.6 0.0 4.5 
Component Mass Flow [kg/batch]      
Silicon, Si 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Hydrochloric Acid, HCl 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Ferric Chloride, FeCl3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Sodium Bicarbonate, NaHCO3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Water, H2O 2858.0 2858.0 2858.0 0.0 80.0 
Nitrogen, N2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.6 
Hydrofluoric Acid, HF 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Sodium Chloride, NaCl 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Carbon Dioxide, CO2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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2.1.5 UTILITY TABLE 
 
Table 12: Utility Table 

Equipment Heat Duty Deionized Water Required 
E-101 230 kW -  
P-101 8 W -  
P-102 25 W -  
P-103 13 W -  
P-201 5 W -  
P-202 13 W -  

R-101* -  165 kg/batch 
R-201* -  128 kg/batch 
T-101 -  2900 kg/batch 
T-102 -  2800 kg/batch 
T-202 -  2900 kg/batch 
T-203 -  2800 kg/batch 
Total 230064 W 11700 kg/batch 

*Includes both fluidization wash water as well as water included in dilute acid stream 
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2.1.6 PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

The proposed design for the purification of pre-solar grade silicon is based on 

acid leaching and washing to remove impurities that are engrained within the 

metallurgical silicon.  The block diagram of the process, section 2.1.l, shows 

metallurgical grade silicon entering the process into a hydrochloric acid leaching and 

reaction stage followed by washing.  The remaining unused acid and reaction product is 

neutralized.  Once the washing is complete, the silicon particles move to the hydrofluoric 

etching stage, which is also followed by washing.  Lastly, the silicon is dried and sent off 

for further purification.  This process is considered to be a semi-batch continuous process 

which is limited by the longest duration step.  Each stage can occur simultaneously and 

certain individual stages will finish before other steps in the process.  The longest step of 

the process lies in the hydrochloric leaching reactor, which has a residence time of an 

hour.  Since this is the rate limiting stage of the process, all following processes were 

designed to be an hour as well.  The given flow rates of each stream are amounts used per 

batch rather than an actual physical flow rates.  A more detailed depiction of the process 

can be seen in the process flow diagram in section 2.1.2.  Detailed calculations are shown 

in Appendix C.  All stream information such as temperatures, pressures, rates, and 

compositions can be referred to in the stream table, Tables 8-11 in section 2.1.4. 

The process begins with hydrochloric acid leaching and reaction.  Metallurgical 

grade silicon enters in stream 1 and is transported by a conveyor C-101 into stream 2.  

This stream is fed into a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR), R-101, along with 

streams 10 and 16, of ferric chloride and 5% hydrochloric acid solution respectively.  

Prior to entering the reactor, the 5% hydrochloric acid is heated to 95 °C in order to 
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decrease reaction time (Halvorsen, 1985).  The hydrochloric acid solution is input as 

stream 14 which is pumped by P-101 into stream 15. This stream is then heated by 

electric heater E-101 which heats the acid to 95 °C and leaves as stream 16 into the 

reactor. 

The reaction in R-101 reaches completion in one hour (Halvorsen, 1985) and the 

reaction product as well as excess acid is drained as stream 11 at 51 °C.  The one hour 

reaction time sets the batch time for the rest of the process.  Thus, regardless of how 

quickly other process steps occur, they have up to an hour to take place.  Stream 11 is 

sent to another CSTR, T-103, which serves as the neutralization tank for the excess acid 

from R-101.  The neutralization base, sodium bicarbonate, is input as stream 12 into T-

101.  Once the reaction is complete, the neutralized product exits as stream 13 as a waste 

stream to the process. 

The reaction in R-101 causes the metallurgical silicon particles to break up, 

reducing them to 1.0 mm and smaller particles in diameter.  After the excess acid is 

drained, it is fluidized by deionized water in order to transport it to the next process step.  

The deionized water is input as stream 17 as the source to the entire process.  It is 

pumped by P-102, and leaves as stream 18 which feeds to a split point that distributes the 

deionized water into reactor R-101 as stream 19, storage tank T-102 as stream 20, reactor 

R-201 as stream 25, and storage tank T-203 as stream 29.  Stream 19 is used to fluidize 

the silicon particles in R-101 in order to transport as stream 3 to weir wash tank T-101. 

Once the silicon particles are transported to T-101, a wash cycle with deionized 

water is performed in order to remove any excess hydrochloric acid from the leaching 

stage.  This wash cycle consists of T-101 and deionized water storage tank T-102 and 
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streams 21, 22, 4, and 23.  During the duration of an hour, deionized water is cycled from 

T-102 as stream 21, then pumped by P-103 to stream 22 into T-101, then leaves as stream 

4 from T-101 and is redirected by the 3-way ball valve V-101 into stream 23 back into T-

102.  P-103 pumps the water into T-101 at the minimum fluidization velocity to wash the 

particles.  After every batch, it was found necessary to discard the water in T-102 and 

refill from stream 20 due to the accumulation of hydrochloric acid above the regulated 

disposable concentration (EPA, 1995).  The hydrochloric acid rinse water from storage 

tank T-102 is discarded as stream 24 every batch. 

Once the wash cycle is complete, more deionized water is used to fluidize silicon 

particles out of T-101 as stream 4 and through valve V-101, which redirects the slurry to 

exit as stream 5.  This stream dumps the silicon particles into another CSTR, R-201, 

which is used to etch any silicon dioxide that may have formed on the surface of the 

particles.  In R-201 a 5% hydrofluoric acid cycle is used to promote etching.  During the 

cycle, 5% hydrofluoric acid from storage tank T-201 is fed into R-201as stream 28.  After 

etching, the remaining hydrofluoric acid leaves R-201 in stream 26 and returns to the 

storage tank T-201.  The 5% hydrofluoric acid solution needs to be recharged and refilled 

every 368 batches, which is approximately every 3 weeks. 

After the hydrofluoric acid is drained from R-201 back into T-201, the silicon is 

once again fluidized to transport it to the next process step.  As with the hydrochloric acid 

reaction, another wash stage is needed to remove any excess hydrofluoric acid.  R-201 is 

fluidized by deionized water in stream 25 in order to move the particles.  The fluidized 

particles and water leave R-201 as stream 6 and are deposited in another weir wash tank, 

T-202.  Once again a wash cycle is performed, which consists of T-202, deionized water 
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storage tank T-203 and streams 30, 31, 7, and 32.  During the duration of an hour, 

deionized water is cycled from T-203 as stream 30, then pumped by P-202 to stream 31 

into T-202, then leaves as stream 7 from T-202, and is redirected by the 3-way ball valve 

V-201 into stream 32 back into T-203.  Pump P-202 pumps the water into T-202 at the 

minimum fluidization velocity to wash the particles.  Due to the negligible amount of 

hydrofluoric acid that is accumulated in T-203, the wash water in the tank is discarded as 

stream 33 only a few times a year.   

Once the second wash cycle is complete, deionized water is once again used to 

fluidize the silicon particles out of T-202 as stream 7 through valve V-201, which 

redirects the particles to exit as stream 8.  This stream enters dryer D-201 and the excess 

liquid water is drained off after sitting on a mesh.  At this time the particles still contain 

40% water weight that needs to be driven off.  Pure nitrogen gas in stream 34 is sent into 

the dryer to remove the evaporated water as it collects in the void space of the dryer.  The 

dryer is essentially an oven and its coils are heated to 150 °C to drive off the excess 

water.  Once the drying is complete the silicon leaves the dryer as stream 9 at 150 °C.  

The excess nitrogen and water leave the dryer as stream 35 also at 150 °C.  Now the 

silicon is considered to be purified to a pre-solar grade, which is then sent to a directional 

solidification process downstream of the proposed process. 
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2.2 RATIONALE FOR PROCESS CHOICE  

 The current industry standard for producing solar grade silicon is to refine some 

of the silicon that is being processed for use in semiconductors during the Siemens 

process. The Siemens process is the so called chemical route of producing solar grade 

silicon. The proposed process (which includes Silgrain as one of its steps) is known as the 

metallurgical route. Both the chemical and metallurgical routes follow the same steps as 

seen in Fig. 5, but the major difference is in the purification stage. 

Figure 5: Processes involved in producing solar grade silicon and solar panels (adapted 
from Braga et al (Braga, 2008). The asterisk indicates the step that makes the 

metallurgical and chemical routes differ. 
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route like the Silgrain process. One of the major contributions to the higher cost is that 

the Siemens process uses four times as much energy as the metallurgical route.  

 There are several initial purification steps involved in the Siemens process before 

the waste is sent off to be purified into solar grade silicon, but the proposed process takes 

metallurgical silicon and refines it directly into solar grade silicon. Refining metallurgical 

silicon directly into solar grade silicon dramatically reduces production and energy costs, 

which results in a higher return for investors. 

Different unit operations are used when taking metallurgical silicon to solar grade 

silicon, and the Norwegian company, Elkem has been using the patented Silgrain process 

for over twenty years. Silgrain is a step in the refining of silicon that removes impurities 

by reacting the metallurgical silicon with acids in order to break up the impurities 

entrapped between chunks of silicon. 

Solar grade silicon sells for around “$60 per kilogram with a long term contract, 

and up to $150 per kilogram on the spot market” (Scinta, 2006). The effective cost of 

input to the purification stage of the Siemens process ranges from $20 to $55 per 

kilogram of silicon, and the input cost to the proposed alternative ranges from $1.00 to 

$1.80 per kilogram of silicon (Lynch, 2008). Since the same product is produced from 

both of these processes the output prices are the same, and the process involving Silgrain 

uses much less energy, which lowers operating costs. Therefore the profit is much higher 

for the proposed process and the rate of return will also be much higher. 

Another advantage of the proposed process is that it can be installed onto existing 

facilities that currently purchase solar grade silicon for the production of solar cells. 

Instead of purchasing silicon produced in concert with the Siemens process, these solar 
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cell companies can have a small addition installed adjacent to their facility that will 

provide them with silicon. This cuts down on transportation costs. In addition, many of 

these facilities have expressed strong interest in funding the installation of such a process 

as long as the supplied solar grade silicon is at a guaranteed price for a set number of 

years (Lynch, 2008). As a result, the capital will be available for the installation of these 

facilities. For this reason, smaller facilities that produce 600 metric tonnes per year of 

solar grade silicon are proposed instead of larger stand-alone facilities. 

Another significant advantage of using the metallurgical route (Silgrain) to 

produce solar grade silicon is that it uses 75% less energy than the Siemens process 

(Braga, 2008). This dramatic difference results in a more environmentally friendly 

process that requires less energy and thus less carbon emissions as well as saving on 

utility costs. 

While it is evident that the metallurgical route is a much better alternative than the 

chemical route as outlined above, there are other processes that are being researched that 

could be comparable to the Silgrain process in producing solar grade silicon. However, 

little information is available about these emerging technologies and only one alternative 

method is discussed here. Overviews of other new processes can be found in Braga et al 

(Braga, 2008). 

The process that has the most evident advantages and disadvantages is being 

developed in Europe and can be described as taking the metallurgical route to producing 

solar grade silicon by utilizing the carbothermal reduction of silicon. For this process 

ultrapure quartz is heated and purified using unidirectional solidification. This process 

has about the same energy usage as the Silgrain process, but its main disadvantage is the 
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availability of the proper raw materials. In order for this process to be effective, the 

quartz must be very low in boron and phosphorus. This poses a serious limitation because 

there is a limited supply of ultrapure quartz with low concentrations of these elements, 

and the supply will eventually be exhausted (Braga, 2008). The Silgrain process has the 

advantage that the quartz does not have to be ultrapure and thus is more viable even as 

the high quality quartz is used up. 
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3. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION , RATIONALE , &  OPIMIZATION  

3.1 CONVEYER  

Metallurgical-Silicon Loading Conveyer, C-101 

The conveyer was designed with the purpose of taking metallurgical silicon from 

the upstream process and transporting it into the HCl leaching reactor, R-101. The 

particles to be moved are roughly the size of a baseball; therefore a typical conveyer belt 

could be used instead of a specialty belt that would be required for small particles 

(Lynch, 2008). Without knowing the exact physical layout of the plant, the length of the 

conveyer belt could not be precisely determined. Because of this, it was assumed that the 

length of the conveyer would be 6.1 m long with a width of 24”. This length will be more 

than sufficient to transport the silicon up to the 0.67 m high reactor (R-101). 

 

3.2 Pumps 

Reciprocal Pumps 

Hydrochloric Acid Pump, P-101; Hydrofluoric Acid Pump, P-201 

The hydrochloric acid pump is used to take the dilute HCl to the hydrochloric 

leaching reactor, R-101, and the hydrofluoric acid pump is used to take dilute HF to the 

hydrofluoric leaching reactor, R-201. They were designed such that the reactors would be 

filled within the time constraint of 2 minutes at a given flow rate. They were chosen to be 

reciprocating pumps because these types of pumps are able to be used with hazardous and 

toxic liquids such as acids (Seider, 2004). Because metal can not be used with such 

corrosive acids, high density polyethylene is to be the material of construction for any 

part that has direct contact with the acids (Richardson, 2007). An efficiency of 0.8 was 
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chosen for all pumps based upon a study done by the Southern Regional Aquaculture 

Center. (Bankston, 1994) The specifications of all the pumps were obtained from ASPEN 

simulations and can be seen in the ASPEN output section (Appendix D).   

 

Centrifugal Pumps 

Deionized Water Feed Pump, P-102; HCl Stage Deionized Water Pump, P-103;  

HF Stage Deionized Water Pump, P-202 

 Since the main water feed pump provides flow to both of the reactors and the 

wash tanks, its capacity was designed around the unit which required the greatest 

volumetric flow rate. This turned out to be R-101. This pump also feeds R-201 and T-

102/203, and thus the flow rate is adjusted accordingly to achieve the desired flow rates 

into these units.  

 Pumps P-103 and P-202 fill the silicon washing tanks, T-101 and T-202. These 

were designed to pump deionized water to the tanks at the minimum fluidization velocity 

of the silicon particles (see Appendix C.6). 

 Centrifugal pumps were chosen because of their low maintenance and price 

compared to reciprocal pumps (Seider, 2004). Another reason was that they are easy to 

operate, which simplifies the process. Stainless steel was chosen as the material of 

construction due to its low materials of construction factor, FM, and the availability of 

spare parts (Seider, 2004). These signify lower purchasing costs and lower maintenance 

costs over the lifetime of the pumps. 
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3.3 HEATER 

Hydrochloric Acid Heater, E-101 

 The reaction in the hydrochloric leaching reactor, R-101, occurs at around 95 °C 

as seen in the process description (section 2.1.6). Therefore a heater was required to heat 

up the hydrochloric acid fed to the reactor to input enough energy into the system for a 

high conversion to product. A heat exchanger that would exchange heat between the HCl 

stream and a hotter process stream was considered, but there were no hot liquid streams 

in the process that would sufficiently heat the feed. As well, there is no availability of 

steam in the plant so this option was also disregarded (Lynch, 2008). It was decided that 

an electric heater would be the most appropriate method of heating. Because dilute HCl 

acid is being pumped through, it is necessary to have high density polyethylene as the 

material of construction at least for the materials in contact with the HCl (Richardson, 

2007). The specifications of the heater were obtained from and ASPEN simulation and 

can be seen Appendix D. 

 

3.4 TANKS 

Hydrochloric Acid Wash Tank, T-101 

T-101 is a weir tank, so as to wash the batch of silicon granules completely of any 

residual hydrochloric acid by using a continuous flow of DI water at minimum 

fluidization velocity of 0.013 m/s.  The use of a weir wash tank was settled upon not only 

because it was recommended by project leader Dr. Gordon Geiger, but also because all 

the other alternatives proved unable to meet the essential design requirement listed above.  

The same height to diameter ratio was chosen for the same reason, and the tank is to be 
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constructed of HDPE because HCl is present in the process.  The volume is simply taken 

at 80 L in order to accommodate a batch of silicon granules at void fraction of 0.41. 

 

Hydrofluoric Acid Wash Tank, T-202 

This tank is a weir tank for the same rationale as the HCl wash tank, and is made 

of HDPE according to the same Aspen-Richardson database due to the remaining 

presence of HF on the granules.  It is 80 L in volume for the same reason as the HCl wash 

tank.  The same height to diameter ratio was chosen as with R-101 for the same reason.  

 

Rinse Water Storage Tanks, T-102 and T-203 

The rinse water storage tanks are relatively simple pieces of equipment that are 

just required to hold the deionized water used to rinse the silicon particles after contact 

with acid.  They will have an input and output stream which will be used to cycle the 

water out of the tank.  The material of construction for each of these tanks is the same as 

the reactors where the acid is in contact with the silicon, which are ebonite-lined steel and 

HDPE respectively (Richardson, 2007).  These materials were taken into consideration 

due to the fact that some amount, although very small, of either hydrochloric or 

hydrofluoric acid remains on the silicon particles surfaces.  Furthermore, in the chance 

that a large of amount of acid enters the rinse water tanks, they will be fully compatible 

with it.  The size of the holding tanks, namely the height to diameter ratio, was chosen in 

accordance with industry standards to optimize cost (MegaStrong, 2008).  Furthermore, 

the volume of the vessels was calculated based on the maximum concentration of 

hydrochloric acid that can be safely poured down the drain.  The hydrofluoric rinse water 
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tank size was then taken to be the same as the hydrochloric rinse water tank.  

Calculations can be seen in Appendix C.8.  Lastly, based on heuristics these tanks can 

take on a vertical orientation with support from legs (Walas, 1998). 

 

Acid Neutralization Tank, T-103 

This tank must simply hold the drained HCl fluid from the first reactor (62 L), and 

must be large enough to contain the 4.8 kg of baking soda added to neutralize the 

remaining acid.  Thus, a final volume of 75 liters was chosen.  The material of HDPE was 

chosen, again on the recommendation of the Aspen-Richardson database and for overall 

consistency with the process. 

 

Hydrofluoric Acid Storage Tank, T-201 

This tank must simply hold an excess amount of HF for use in R-201.  It must 

thus be made of HF-compatible material (i.e. HDPE), and was chosen to be a volume of 

50 liters in order to provide for 368 cycles of reaction (Appendix C.7).  The same height 

to diameter ratio as R-201 was chosen for the same justification. 

 

3.5 REACTORS 

Hydrochloric Acid Reactor, R-101 

The requirements for this reactor are that it be able to handle dilute hydrochloric 

acid at 5% by weight, as this is the active ingredient in the first reaction, and that it be 

large enough (105 L) to handle 101 kg of silicon, along with 62 L of dilute HCl acid, and 

that this capacity is not exceeded despite the higher initial void fraction of 0.60 as 
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opposed to the final void fraction of 0.41 (see Appendix E.2 for further illumination on 

the issue).  The height to diameter ratio was taken as 1.5, following a common industry 

convention for containers in this size range (MegaStrong, 2008).  It is noted that to 

achieve consistent reaction progress across each batch that the tank be stirred, thus 

justifying the use of a CSTR.  Tables of chemical compatibility were used from the 

Richardson-Aspen database to find that HDPE is a recommended material for this acid, 

even for a temperature of 95 °C (Richardson, 2007).  This temperature is the only unusual 

temperature characteristic in the entire process. The rest of the plant operates either at 1 

atm and 25 °C or is only negligibly different from ambient conditions. 

 

Hydrofluoric Acid Reactor, R-201 

This reactor must handle dilute hydrofluoric acid at 5% by weight, as this is the 

active ingredient in removing the silicon dioxide from the silicon granules (McGill, 

2008).  It was decided that a CSTR type reactor was the most utilitarian for meeting the 

goals of achieving even mixing across the batch.  Furthermore, the volume was simply 

determined as being the volume necessary (80 L) to hold a batch of silicon granules at a 

void fraction of 0.41, with the necessary 40 L of acid to fill the void fraction and also 

react with the silicon dioxide present.  A height to diameter ratio of 1.5 was chosen, again 

for the same reason. 
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3.6 DRYER 

Silicon Dryer, D-201 

The goals in designing the dryer were to minimize moving parts, particle loss, and 

energy requirements. Another design consideration was that the drying would be done in 

a batch-wise manner, such that the design was not concerned with continuously-fed 

drying. According to the Seider and Tate heuristic number 33 (Seider, 2004), the best 

way to heat a stream of solids is by direct contact with a hot gas. 

 This approach was taken for the first design, and since adiabatic through- 

circulation drying is much faster process than non-adiabatic drying (McCabe, 2005), a 

screen dryer was chosen with a 30-mesh (550 micrometer) screen for the initial design. 

This design had superheated nitrogen gas passing through the bed of solid silicon in order 

to evaporate and entrain the water and thus dry the silicon. The dryer was thus designed 

within these limits. This design was carried out under the assumption that the size of the 

silicon particles was greater than 1.0 mm. However, after a silicon sizing experiment it 

was determined that more than 20% of the silicon is smaller than 550 micrometers (see 

Appendix E.1), which means that over 20% of the particles would be lost due to passing 

through the 30-mesh screen and exit the process. The energy minimization goal was thus 

achieved at the expense of particle loss. Therefore an alternative dryer design was 

determined such that particle loss would be below 5%. 

 Rotary dryers and fluidized beds were also initially considered. However, due to 

the small size of the particles to be dried, both of these types of dryers were ruled out. 

Any dryer design that uses convection as the primary mode of drying will entrap too 

many particles in the gas stream and will result in around 20% of the material being 
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carried off with the gas. This material could be captured by placing a filter on the outlet 

of the gas stream, but that would result in having around 20 kg per batch of material that 

would have to be cleaned off the filter. What would be gained in reduced energy 

requirements would be lost in the extra labor that would be necessary to run the process 

and clean 20 kg of material out of the filter after each batch (every hour). Another 

disadvantage of a process using a rotary dryer is that there are many more moving parts 

that would cost more in repair and maintenance costs for the life of the plant. 

 These considerations led to the implementation of the final dryer design, which is 

a non-adiabatic dryer with very few moving parts. The dryer is a cylinder a little over 2 

feet tall with a 100 micrometer mesh screen on which the silicon will rest during drying. 

The mesh will allow excess water to flow through the screen while keeping almost all of 

the silicon. Only 2.2% of the material is smaller than 100 micrometers (see Appendix 

E.1), which is within the design limitations of 5%. The bed of silicon is heated from both 

sides by heating coils. The temperature in the oven will be 150 °C, and drying will take 

about 15 minutes as seen in Appendix C.2. A fairly low temperature of 150 °C was 

chosen so that re-oxidation of the surface of the silicon particles would not occur (Lynch, 

2008). 

 The proposed dryer requires more energy than would be necessary for through-

circulation dryers (McCabe, 2005), but it requires fewer moving parts and minimizes 

particle losses, which outweigh the benefits of reducing energy demand. It is to be made 

out of stainless steel, which is durable and inexpensive. 
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4. SAFETY &  ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 

4.1 SAFETY ISSUES 

Safety Statement 

Safety information for the submitted process will be described on an individual 

basis for each chemical, with recommended safety precautions outlined as appropriate.  

This will then be followed by information noting unique “multiple hazards” in section 

4.1.1, where circumstances can combine to create peculiarly dangerous conditions.  

Safety data is obtained from jtbaker.com (Mallinckrodt, 2008) unless otherwise noted. 

 

FeCl3 

Ferric chloride, which will most likely be transported to the site as a solid 

anhydrous powder, is a corrosive substance.  The corrosive nature of ferric chloride 

makes ingestion highly dangerous if not fatal and also makes inhalation a hazard to be 

avoided.  The substance is also corrosive towards external contact with the skin or eyes.  

As a result, while ferric chloride is not violently reactive, it is imperative that employees 

not handle the powder or the aqueous solution directly.  Any ferric chloride is to be 

contained in a closed, cool, well-ventilated system, as the process was designed.  

Employees entering into a circumstance where they may contact ferric chloride are to 

wear a facemask, chemical safety goggles, neoprene gloves, coveralls with long sleeves, 

a neoprene apron, and closed-toed neoprene boots.  Ferric chloride poses no flammability 

or explosion risk.  When ferric chloride is made into an aqueous solution, irritating fumes 

may be given off, requiring the same protective equipment as listed above. 
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HCl 

Despite the fact that the acid used is dilute, at 5% by weight, the acid still poses 

significant potential for a safety hazard.  It is a significantly corrosive fluid.  Inhalation of 

HCl vapors pose danger; as a result, the HCl processes are to be closed, both in terms of 

dilution of concentrated acid, and in terms of the acid present in R-101.  It should be 

noted that the purchase of HCl is most practical in concentrated form, in order to avoid 

the higher costs of transporting dilute acid.  As a result, in practice, acid will be diluted 

on site.  Employees must be forbidden from and warned of the dangers of contact with 

the HCl, even though it is relatively dilute.  The same protective equipment as above is 

required to be worn by employees.  Soda ash (sodium carbonate) must be on hand to 

neutralize spills, and it is recommended that the floors be acid resistant.  Eye wash and 

drench facilities must also be available. 

 

HF 

Hydrofluoric acid is severely corrosive and poisonous and is the most dangerous 

substance present in this process.  All the same equipment listed above must be worn at 

all times, and an eye wash and shower must be nearby.  Calcium gluconate gel as a first 

aid treatment should be nearby in the event of a tissue burn resulting from HF.  It is also 

important to note that when concentrated HF is being diluted, something that will in 

practice need to occur on site, since it is impractical to purchase large quantities of dilute 

acid, it must be added slowly to water to prevent violent exothermic heat of mixing.  HF 

must also be stored in closed areas at all times, as HF contact with air generates toxic 
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fumes and while they are heavier than air they are still dangerous.  Magnesium sulfate 

powder and soda ash should be on hand for neutralization. 

 

NaHCO3 

Sodium bicarbonate, also known as baking soda, requires no particular safety 

measures. 

 

N2 

The nitrogen gas used in this process is in such small amounts (0.6 kg/hr) that 

issues of asphyxiation are negligible.  Nevertheless, the nitrogen gas source is under 

pressure and employees should be aware of valve locations in the event of a leak in order 

to rapidly allay safety hazards. 

 

CO2 

The carbon dioxide gas produced in this process is of minimal amounts (2.5 

kg/hr), and at pressure (1 atm) and temperature (25 °C) conditions that do not pose any 

peculiar danger.  Gases generated from the neutralization tank should be allowed to vent 

away from personnel in order to keep workplace air quality standards at optimal levels. 

 

Fe(OH)3 

Iron hydroxide is a stable chemical that poses little safety hazard.  It can be 

irritating to the skin, eyes, or respiratory system, but requires no special protective 
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equipment other than that above, which must be worn by employees at all times within 

the plant itself. 

 

H2SiF6 

Hydrogen hexafluorosilicate is corrosive, causes burns, is damaging to the 

respiratory system, and upon decomposition, can create toxic vapors.  While the amounts 

produced in the HF reactor are minimal, precaution should still be taken regarding 

exposure, with the same equipment listed above to be worn by employees at all times 

while on the plant floor, and eye wash and shower in close proximity (Pelchem, 2008). 

 

“Yellow Phase” 

The yellow phase is a scientifically uncharacterized potpourri of natural mineral 

solids that occupy the space between grains of pure silicon in metallurgical grade silicon.  

It is soluble in water and not known to pose any particular safety hazards.  Obviously it 

should be handled with care and employees should avoid ingestion or other unnecessary 

exposure. 

 

4.1.1 MULTIPLE HAZARDS 

The mechanical hazards present in the process are pumps, which can rupture (see 

section 4.1.2), and tanks, which can also rupture.  In each case, proper maintenance of 

equipment and safety education will do much to prevent injury.  High temperatures are 

not in use in the process, with the exception of R-101 which reacts at 95 °C and D-201 
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which operates at 150 °C, and there are no high pressures with the one exception being 

the source for the nitrogen gas.   

The only other unique hazard to this process, one which is also well documented 

in the literature as posing a safety hazard, is the buildup of super-fine Si dust in the 

process.  All information regarding the safety issues surrounding Si dust is gained from 

Dr. David Lynch unless otherwise noted.  It is well-known that in cases where the 

buildup of super-fine Si dust below 60 microns in diameter is allowed to accumulate and 

not given proper maintenance cleaning, that auto-ignition can occur at 760-780 °C and 

that layers in excess of even 2 microns can allow for explosions (while Si dust might 

accumulate in the process, the process operates at well below the above temperatures, 

largely eliminating this risk).  It is particularly dangerous when the explosion is violent 

enough to set up a shockwave, thus disturbing proximate layers of silicon dust before 

exposing them to ignition, creating a cloud of flame as was seen in the Bremanger, 

Norway incident which resulted in 5 fatalities (Lynch, 2008).   

Preventing this issue is simple with diligent maintenance.  Where the dust is dry, a 

constant vacuum line leading to a filter is recommended, with the filter disposed at 

regular intervals when the filter is at capacity.  Where the dust is entrained in a fluid (as 

in our design), the super-fine Si dust either enters the acid neutralization tank or the 

fluidization wash tank cycling.  Whatever ultrafine silicon granules that end up in the 

neutralization tank, it would not be difficult to add a liquid-solid filtration membrane to 

remove these particles.  The Si dust which ends up in the fluidized water wash tanks is 

dumped each hour or, with future design improvements, could simply be passed through 

a filter to recycle the cleaning water.  The design should also avoid ignition sources, such 
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as surfaces that are allowed to become hot, open flames, electric sparking or arcing, none 

of which have any reason to be present with the design herein submitted. 

As seen in the PHA’s, the most dangerous piece of equipment is clearly the HF 

reactor, R 201, in that it contains HF and is a CSTR with moving parts.  Further details 

regarding each piece of equipment in the process, their individualized potential hazards, 

and appropriate preventative measures and responses, can be seen in the PHA section of 

this report (section 4.1.2). 
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4.1.2 Process Hazards Assessments 
 

 
No.: 1 Description:  5% by weight hydrofluoric acid recycle tank 

 

Item What if...? Root Causes/Related Questions Responses Safeguards Action Items 

1.1 

 

No input HF recycle stalled/stopped No negative/dangerous effects on 
process 

Turn off tank outlet pump to ensure 
that reactor does not overflow on 
succeeding batch 

Check pump systems 

1.2 

 

Rupture Failure of structural integrity Immediately enact recommended EPA 
spill procedures 

Fill reactor 201 to capacity with HF and 
shut down plant 

Investigate cause of failure, 
and replace holding tank 

1.3 

 

Fire in the plant Any of a plethora of causes Shut down all processes, leave on 
circulation of water, contact municipal 
fire department 

Install and periodically check fire 
abatement systems 

Conduct investigation into 
and respond to future fire 
prevention 

 
 
 

Company: Solliv Engineering, 

April 16, 2008 

 

Plant: Silgrain – Metallurgical silicon 
refining 

Site: Tucson, AZ Unit: 200 System: HF Holding Tank, T-201 

Method: What-if Type:  Design Intent: Hold hydrofluoric acid for HF reaction of silicon granules 

Number: T-201 

Team Members: Daniel Crawford, Chris Hom, James Moxness, Kyle Tetrault 
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Company: Solliv Engineering, 

April 16, 2008 

 

Plant: Silgrain – Metallurgical silicon 
refining 

Site: Tucson, AZ Unit: 200 System: HF Reactor, R-201 

Method: What-if Type:  Design Intent: Remove silicon dioxide from silicon granules 

Number: R-201 

Team Members: Daniel Crawford, Chris Hom, James Moxness, Kyle Tetrault 

 
No.: 2 Description:  Silicion is contacted with dilute 5% by weight hydrofluoric acid to remove silicon dioxide 

 

Item What if...? Root Causes/Related Questions Responses Safeguards Action Items 

2.1 

 

No input Process stopped/stalled upstream of 
reactor 

No negative/dangerous effects on 
process 

Turn off CSTR to prevent waste of 
energy 

Notate time of process stop 
and ensure cascaded restart 

2.2 

 

Rupture Failure of structural integrity Immediately enact recommended EPA 
spill procedures 

Pump remaining HF into HF holding 
tank and shut down plant 

Investigate cause of failure, 
and replace reactor shell 

2.3 

 

Power loss to CSTR Faulty electrical wiring; loss of grid 
power 

Stop process and let the materials 
stand 

Shutdown process until repairs made Fix electrical supply 

2.4 

 

Accumulation and 
explosion of hydrogen gas 

Failure to continuously vent small 
amounts of gas 

Immediately shut down process, check 
to see if material has been spilled, 
inform municipal authorities 

Ensure that hydrogen gas is 
continuously vented 

Replace reactor, initiate 
investigation into failure 

2.5 

 

Fire Any of a plethora of causes Shut down process, leave on 
circulation of water, contact municipal 
fire department 

Install and periodically check fire 
abatement systems 

Conduct investigation into 
and respond to future fire 
prevention 
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Company: Solliv Engineering, 

April 16, 2008 

 

Plant: Silgrain – Metallurgical silicon 
refining 

Site: Tucson, AZ Unit: 200 System: HF Wash Tank, T-202 

Method: What-if Type:  Design Intent: Remove remainder of hydrofluoric acid from drained silicon granules 

Number: T-202 

Team Members: Daniel Crawford, Chris Hom, James Moxness, Kyle Tetrault 

 
No.: 3 Description:  Weir wash tank at minimum fluidization velocity to remove any remaining HF acid from silicon granules 

 

Item What if...? Root Causes/Related Questions Responses Safeguards Action Items 

3.1 

 

No input Failure of water pump or fluidization of 
R-201 

No negative/dangerous effects on 
process 

Turn off process to ensure a backup is 
not created 

Check water pump systems, 
both for fluidization of 
reactor and fluidized water 
inlet on wash tank 

3.2 

 

Rupture Failure of structural integrity Check safety of personnel, inform EPA 
of dilute HF acid spill, enact EPA spill 
procedures 

Shut down inlet fluidizing pump, and 
halt all processing 

Investigate cause of failure, 
and replace wash tank 

3.3 Early fluidization Failure of process control timing 
equipment 

Check structural integrity of dryer for 
overburdening weight 

Shut down all processing to prevent 
backlog, check process control 
equipment 

Track batch that is not 
completely washed and 
safely dispose at outlet or 
recycle.  Fix process control 
equipment timer 

3.4 

 

Fire in the plant Any of a plethora of causes Shut down all processes, leave on 
circulation of water, contact municipal 
fire department 

Install and periodically check fire 
abatement systems 

Conduct investigation into 
and respond to future fire 
prevention 
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Company: University of Arizona- 
Tucson Date 

 

Plant:  Site: To be determined Unit: 100 System: Conveyer belt, C-101 

Method: What-if Type:  Design Intent: move solids from upstream process to R1, HCl Reactor 

Number: C-101 

Team Members: Daniel Crawford, Chris Hom, James Moxness, Kyle Tetrault 

 
No.: 4 Description:  Conveyor Belt, C-101 

 

Item What if...? Root Causes/Related Questions Responses Safeguards Action Items 

4.1 

 

Feed to the conveyer was 
stopped? 

A problem with an upstream unit  See below Betted understanding of upstream 
units 

Consider installing P,T,FR 
sensors to monitor 
processes 

4.2 

 

Conveyer belt malfunction 
while charging R-101, HCl 
reactor? 

Operator error of electrical outage R-101, HCl reactor would not get as 
much m-Si as is required. 

Backup generator for electricity or 
redundant power supplier. Multi-step 
shut down process. 

Consider installing backup 
power supply or having 
spare parts for mechanical 
failure.  
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Company: Solliv Engineering 

 

Plant:  Site: Tucson, AZ Unit: System: Hydrochloric Acid Leaching 
Reactor, R-101 

Method: What-if Type: CSTR Design Intent: Carry out hydrochloric leaching of metallurgical silicon in order to break apart and remove 
impurities 

Number: R-101 

Team Members: Daniel Crawford, Christopher Hom, James Moxness, and Kyle Tetrault 

 
No.: 5 Description:  R-101 Hydrochloric Acid Leaching Reactor 

 

Item What if...? Root Causes/Related Questions Responses Safeguards Action Items 

5.1 

 

What if vessel over 
pressured, leaked, or 
ruptured? 

Supplier/manufacturer defect 

Overfilling of vessel 

Release of hydrochloric acid  into the 
surrounding facility 

Splashing of HCl onto surrounding 
equipment and employees 

Pressure relief system for worst case 
pressurization 

Periodic checks for cracks and leaks 

Stop process and repair 

5.2 

 

What if vessel is 
punctured? 

Collision by fork lift or other vehicles 
with sharp edges  

See above Place in no driving area See above 

5.3 

 

What if vessel overheats? Heater set point malfunction or 
operator error 

Release of HCl fumes Temperature monitor and shutoff 
system 

Turn off heat source and 
repair 

5.4 

 

What if there is an 
external fire? 

Lightning strike or external ignition 
source 

Heating and release of HCl fumes See above – existing safeguards 
adequate 

Stop process and notify 
emergency units 
immediately 

5.5 

 

What if vessel upsets 
downstream processes? 

Premature opening of exit valve due to 
control or operator error 

Excess HCl contaminates wash tank 
and wash water holding tank 

Process control timer release system 
and monitoring by operator 

Stop process and reset 
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Company: Solliv Engineering 

 

Plant:  Site: Tucson, AZ Unit: System: Hydrochloric Wash Tank 

Method: What-if Type: Weir Wash Tank Design Intent: Washes broken up silicon particles through constant flow of deionized water 

Number: T-101 

Team Members: Daniel Crawford, Christopher Hom, James Moxness, and Kyle Tetrault 

 
No.: 6 Description:  T-101 Hydrochloric Wash Tank 

 

Item What if...? Root Causes/Related Questions Responses Safeguards Action Items 

6.1 

 

What if vessel over 
pressured, leaked, or 
ruptured? 

Supplier/manufacturer defect 

Overfilling of vessel 

Release of deionized water with very 
dilute HCl to surrounding area 

Release of silicon particles to 
surrounding are 

Pressure relief system for worst case 
pressurization 

Periodic checks for cracks and leaks 

Stop process and repair 

6.2 

 

What if vessel is 
punctured? 

Collision by fork lift or other vehicles 
with sharp edges  

See above Place in no driving area See above 

6.3 

 

What if there is an 
external fire? 

Lightning strike or external ignition 
source 

Heating and vaporization of deionized 
water with very dilute HCl 

See above – existing safeguards 
adequate 

Stop process and notify 
emergency units 
immediately 

6.4 

 

What if vessel upsets 
downstream processes? 

Premature opening of exit valve due to 
control or operator error 

Silicon particles may still have trace 
HCl and may contaminate hydrofluoric 
acid etching stage 

Process control timer release system 
and monitoring by operator 

Stop process and reset 
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Company: University of Arizona- 
Tucson Date 

 

Plant:  Site: To be determined Unit: 100 System: production of pre-solar 
grade silicon from metallurgical 
grade silicon 

Method: What-if Type:  Design Intent: Pump de-ionized water to both reactors and rinse water storage tanks 

Number: P-102 

Team Members: Daniel Crawford, Chris Hom, James Moxness, Kyle Tetrault 

 
No.: 7 Description:  P-102, Main water pump 

 

Item What if...? Root Causes/Related Questions Responses Safeguards Action Items 

7.1 

 

What if pressure becomes 
too high on discharge end? 

Contaminant enters water to increase 
viscosity and increase discharge 
pressure. 

Shut off pump power, discontinue 
dependant downstream processes.  

Regular testing of water composition, 
constant real-time monitoring. 

Consider installing 
monitoring equipment 

7.2 

 

What if pump fails while 
filling R-101, HCl reactor 

Mechanical failure from over-use or 
bad parts.  

See above.  Regularly scheduled inspection and 
overhaul of pumps. 

Have frequent, scheduled 
turn-arounds.  

7.3 

 

What if pump fails while 
filling R-102, HF reactor 

See above See above. See above. Consider installing 
monitoring equipment 

7.4 

 

What if pump fails while 
filling T-102, T-203, 
reactor wash water tanks? 

See above See above. See above. See above. 

7.5 

 

What if pump runs out of 
feed water while pumping? 

Problem with water supply upstream.  See above. Constant monitoring of water supply, 
real-time monitoring.  

See above. 
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Company: University of Arizona- 
Tucson Date 

 

Plant:  Site: To be determined Unit:  System: production of pre-solar 
grade silicon from metallurgical 
grade silicon 

Method: What-if Type: Utilities system Design Intent: provide de-ionized water, electricity to system 

Number: 

Team Members: Daniel Crawford, Chris Hom, James Moxness, Kyle Tetrault 

 
No.: 8 Description:  Utilities 

 

Item What if...? Root Causes/Related Questions Responses Safeguards Action Items 

8.1 

 

The de-ionized water feed 
ran out? 

Problem with upstream water supply Dependant downstream processes are 
shut down. 

Real-time monitoring of water level.  Real-time monitoring of 
water level. 

8.2 

 

De-ionized water feed 
becomes contaminated? 

Biological contaminants enter water 
system operator error or improper 
sterilization 

See above. See above.  See above. 

8.3 

 

Plant loses power Weather event, power cable severed Entire process is shut down for 
eventual re-powering.  

Redundant power supply, diesel 
generators.  

Redundant power supply, 
diesel generators. 

8.4 

 

Individual unit loses power Power cable severed. Dependant units and downstream 
units are shut down.  

See above. See above. 
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Company: Solliv Engineering 

 

Plant:  Site: Tucson, AZ Unit: 100 System: Wash Water Holding Tank 

Method: What-if Type: Holding Tank Design Intent: Hold the deionized water used to rinse off excess hydrochloric acid on silicon particles 

Number: T-102 

Team Members: Daniel Crawford, Christopher Hom, James Moxness, and Kyle Tetrault 

 
No.: 9 Description:  T-102 Wash Water Holding Tank 

 

Item What if...? Root Causes/Related Questions Responses Safeguards Action Items 

9.1 

 

What if vessel over 
pressured, leaked, or 
ruptured? 

Supplier/manufacturer defect 

Overfilling of vessel 

Release of deionized water with very 
dilute HCl to surrounding area 

Pressure relief system for worst case 
pressurization 

Periodic checks for cracks and leaks 

Stop process and repair 

9.2 

 

What if vessel is 
punctured? 

Collision by fork lift or other vehicles 
with sharp edges  

See above Place in no driving area See above 

9.3 

 

What if there is an 
external fire? 

Lightning strike or external ignition 
source 

Heating and vaporization of deionized 
water with very dilute HCl 

See above – existing safeguards 
adequate 

Stop process and notify 
emergency units 
immediately 

9.4 

 

What if vessel upsets 
downstream processes? 

Premature opening of exit valve due to 
control or operator error 

Would allow excessive amounts of 
deionized water into downstream steps 

Floods downstream process steps and 
disturbs efficiency 

Process control timer release system 
and monitoring by operator 

Stop process and reset 
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Company: Solliv Engineering, 

April 16, 2008 

 

Plant: Silgrain – Metallurgical silicon 
refining 

Site: Tucson, AZ Unit: 200 System: Silicon Dryer, D-201 

Method: What-if Type:  Design Intent: Dry 40% by weight water from silicon powder 

Number: D-201 

Team Members: Daniel Crawford, Chris Hom, James Moxness, Kyle Tetrault 

 
No.: 10 Description:  Silicon is heated at 150 °C for approximately 15 minutes in order to dry it as the last step in the Silgrain process 

 

Item What if...? Root Causes/Related Questions Responses Safeguards Action Items 

10.1 

 

No input Process stopped/stalled upstream of 
dryer 

No negative/dangerous effects on 
process 

Turn off heating elements so that no 
energy is wasted 

Mark time of turning off 
dryer and ensure 
appropriate starting 
procedures 

10.2 

 

Heating elements break Overuse and disrepair/equipment 
checkup schedule 

Possible wet output from dryer, no 
safety issues 

Notify upstream process technicians of 
necessity to shut down process 

Shutdown dryer and install 
new heating elements 

10.3 

 

Corrosion in 30-mesh 
screen 

Improper washing of HF from silicon in 
HF wash tank 

Dysfunction of dryer Shutdown process until repairs made Repair dryer and ensure 
proper washing in HF tank 

10.4 

 

Dryer shaker not working 
properly 

Mechanical failure Silicon not evenly distributed on wire 
mesh and therefore longer drying 
times 

Ensure proper safety during repair of 
shaker 

Repair shaker; dry silicon for 
longer periods in order to 
ensure complete drying 

10.5 

 

Extreme temperatures in 
dryer 

Malfunction of thermocouples, 
excessive heating by heating elements 

Very hot output from dryer, possible 
re-oxidation of silicon 

Ensure personnel safety around outlet 
of dryer and that storage can handle 
higher temperatures 

Install new thermocouples 

10.6 

 

Supply of N2 is cut off Unavailability of N2 from elsewhere in 
plant 

No removal of excess moisture from 
dryer 

No safety issues Increase drying times while 
fixing supply of N2 

10.7 

 

Wire mesh becomes 
clogged 

Particles over time fill in 30-mesh gaps Water will not drain properly from bed 
of silicon 

Extra water coming out of dryer very 
hot, ensure personnel safety 

Stop dryer and manually 
clean clogged openings 
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Company: Solliv Engineering, 

April 16, 2008 

 

Plant: Silgrain – Metallurgical silicon 
refining 

Site: Tucson, AZ Unit: 100 System: Neutralization Tank. T-103 

Method: What-if Type:  Design Intent: Neutralize excess HCl from R-101 

Number: T-103 

Team Members: Daniel Crawford, Chris Hom, James Moxness, Kyle Tetrault 

 
No.: 11 Description:  HCl is neutralized with sodium bicarbonate powder 

 

Item What if...? Root Causes/Related Questions Responses Safeguards Action Items 

11.1 

 

Excess HCl in R-101 
effluent stream 

Little or no reaction in R-101 or excess 
HCl pumped through P-101 

Neutralization tank effluent stream 
outside range of permissible pH 
values; fines from EPA 

Have pH sensor on outlet of tank to 
ensure complete neutralization; have 
accessible manual portal for deposition 
of sodium bicarbonate if needed 

Add extra Na2CO3; notify 
EPA immediately if breach; 
repair either faulty P-101 or 
ensure complete reaction in 
R-101 

11.2 

 

Shortage of sodium 
bicarbonate 

Ordering/shipping problems or errors Inability to neutralize effluent HCl, 
resulting in EPA fines 

Maintain 12 hour stock of sodium 
bicarbonate in case normal supply runs 
out 

Contain effluent stream 
from neutralization tank 
until Na2CO3 is obtained 

11.3 

 

Tank leak Failure of neutralization tank to contain 
fluid; HCl etching through wall over 
time 

Malfunction of proper neutralization, 
possible danger to personnel 

Maintain proper PPE around leakage 
and ensure proper containment 

Repair patch or entire tank 
depending on reason for 
leak; contain leaking fluid 
and neutralize 

11.4 

 

Extremely hot flow from R-
101 

Improper heating coil performance 
around R-101 

Very hot fluid in neutralization tank Ensure that personnel wear PPE 
around all process equipment to 
protect from extremes of temperature 

Re-adjust heating coil 
around R-101 to normal 
operating conditions 

11.5 

 

Tank over-pressurization Closed outlet valve Dangerous pressures could be reached 
and could result in explosion 

Ensure proper installation/operation of 
process safety valves to relieve excess 
pressure 

Open outlet valve and 
ensure proper flow through 
the tank 

11.6 

 

Low flow into 
neutralization tank 

Clogged drain in R-101 Excess Na2CO3 could be added, 
resulting in too basic of a solution 

Install pH sensor on outlet to ensure 
complete neutralization 

Add less Na2CO3 to tank and 
repair drain in R-101 

11.7 

 

Blocked inlet valve Sticky valve/build-up of material on 
seat of valve 

Improper R-101 draining; backup of R-
101 effluent/process shutdown 

Have valves routinely inspected for 
proper operation 

Bypass fluid past valve and 
repair/replace blocked valve 
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Company: Solliv Engineering, 

April 16, 2008 

 

Plant: Silgrain – Metallurgical silicon 
refining 

Site: Tucson, AZ Unit: 100 System: HCl pump 

Method: What-if Type:  Design Intent: Pump HCl from storage at 25 °C into R-101 

Number: P-101 

Team Members: Daniel Crawford, Chris Hom, James Moxness, Kyle Tetrault 

 
No.: 12 Description:  HCl is pumped into R-101 

 

Item What if...? Root Causes/Related Questions Responses Safeguards Action Items 

12.1 

 

Supply of HCl stops Ordering/shipping errors Process must shutdown until supply is 
reinitialized 

Maintain 12 hour supply of HCl at all 
times in case of ordering/shipping 
errors 

Stop process and obtain 
HCl. Ensure proper 
shutdown of machinery 

12.2 

 

Heat exchanger E-101 is 
blocked 

Buildup of impurities in vessel tubes Excessive pressure head and shaft 
work in pump; pump failure 

Monitor pressures across E-101 If too high of pressures 
develop, shutdown P-101 
and resolve issue 

12.3 

 

Excess volume percent HCl 
is present in pumped fluid 

Incorrect supply provided Excess HCl in neutralization tank Ensure proper neutralization by 
monitoring pH 

Return HCl concentration to 
normal operating values 

12.4 

 

Pump failure Power outage; improper maintenance 
or repair; lifetime of pump 

Inability to pump HCl into R-101 and 
process must be shutdown if spare not 
ready 

Have spare pump in working condition Take P-101 offline and 
repair while using spare 
pump for HCl 

12.5 

 

Leak develops in pump HCl eats through pump; gaskets fail HCl spill near pump Ensure proper maintenance and 
replacement of all gaskets 

Redirect flow through 
backup pump until leak is 
fixed 

12.6 

 

Extremes of temperature 
on pump 

Improper lubrication of moving parts 
resulting in friction and heat 

Dangerous operating conditions, 
possible pump explosion 

Install regular oil schedule to keep 
mechanical parts lubricated 

Stop pump and lubricate 

12.7 

 

Excessive vibration Breakdown of dampening mechanical 
hardware/gaskets 

Noisy operating conditions, increased 
chance of mechanical problems due to 
vibrations and bolts loosening 

Maintain dampening equipment Stop pump and repair 
dampening equipment 
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4.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT  

While the process expounded upon in this report is in point of fact relatively 

simple and does not involve a great number of hazardous products, environmental safety 

issues must still be given due consideration.  For the purposes of clarity, the issues are 

outlined in the following manner: issues related to the presence of hydrofluoric acid in 

the process, issues concerning the use of hydrochloric acid and its neutralization, 

remaining issues surrounding the unit operations of the process, and a life cycle analysis. 

 

Hydrofluoric Acid 

Hydrofluoric acid (HF), used at 2.5 kg/hr and stored in amounts of 900 kg at 5% 

concentration, is easily the most dangerous substance present in the process.  The corpus 

of regulations surrounding HF is extensive and controls the handling of HF at all stages.  

Transportation of HF is especially restricted.  The United States Department of 

Transportation is the principal governing body regulating the transportation of such 

substances.  In their regulation 49 CFR 172.101 (Environmental Chemistry “Hydrogen”, 

2008), HF at any concentration is listed as a class 8 corrosive and a division 6.1 

corrosive, and movement of it either by passenger aircraft or passenger rail or cargo air is 

therefore expressly forbidden.  Transportation must be conducted by a mover holding a 

permit to transport class 8 corrosives.  It is therefore recommended that those supervising 

the process described in this report rely on a third party to supply the required 

hydrofluoric acid and, when infrequently needed, to manage its removal. 

The United States Department of Transportation also publishes an Emergency 

Response Guidebook (Environmental Chemistry “Hydrogen”, 2008), in which proper 
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procedures are outlined regarding both small and large spills of HF.  For small spills, the 

area must be isolated within 30 meters in all directions, and persons must be notified and 

protected downwind within a distance of 0.1 km or 0.5 km (day and night respectively).  

The caution expressed for atmospheric hazard is because hydrofluoric acid has a high 

vapor pressure and fumes easily, particularly upon reaction with other substances.  In the 

event of large spills, the area is isolated within 210 meters, and the day and night 

notification area downwind is 1.9 km and 4.3 km respectively. 

The Environmental Protection Agency regulates HF as well, and while it is not 

explicitly listed as a marine pollutant (due to its excellent solubility in water), the EPA 

does list it as an “extremely hazardous substance” under the Emergency Planning and 

Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA) (EPA, 2008) and requires reporting of any 

amount of HF at 100 lbs or more (Environmental Chemistry “Hydrogen”, 2008).  It is 

illegal to leave quantities of HF in excess of this amount unreported, and it should be 

noted that there is an extensive record of violators being prosecuted and fined simply for 

leaving such amounts unreported (Rosner, 2005). 

It should be further noted that lacking an adequate risk management plan for 

processes involving hydrofluoric acid is in direct violation of the CAA and CERCLA 

(EPA, 2008).  It is additionally illegal to leave accidental releases of hydrofluoric acid 

unreported to the National Response Center, violation of which contravenes federal clean 

air and chemical release notification rules.  Furthermore, in the event of a spill one is 

advised not to wait until after calculating the exact amount released in determining 

whether to notify the EPA as the EPA can and has under such circumstances fined 

companies for late reporting (Rosner, 2005).  It is thereby imperative that those managing 
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the process outlined in this report be aware of the EPA’s strict guidelines regarding the 

reporting of HF storage, of having a current and adequate risk management plan on file 

and of notifying the National Response Center should an accidental emission occur. 

While the explanation of hydrofluoric acid environmental regulation above covers 

the various relevant terrestrial regulations, even the most cursory overview of 

environmental HF laws would not be complete without a discussion of aquatic and 

atmospheric regulation. 

Hydrofluoric acid, while not listed explicitly as a marine pollutant due to its high 

solubility in water and dissociation to naturally occurring ions, as noted above, is still 

listed as a hazardous substance in the Clean Water Act (EPA, 2008) and is illegal to 

dump into waterways due to fluoride toxicity in excessive concentrations and due to 

effluent fluoride concentration regulation.  As noted in US EPA water quality criteria, 

fluoride concentrations well in excess of normal levels pose health risk to both aquatic 

and human life, with concentrations varying between species).  Water quality effluent 

limits are explicitly regulated with regard to fluoride ions.  Chronic toxicity levels for 

aquatic life and dangers to human health are listed as occurring at even less than            

10 mg/L. 

As regards atmospheric regulation of HF, it must be noted that the substance is 

classed as a Title III Hazardous Air Pollutant.  It fumes on contact with air, and the 

generated fumes are known to be hazardous to human health (EPA, 1995).  It is further 

noted by OSHA that HF be in contact only with materials such as PMP 

(polymethylpentene) or HDPE (high density polyethylene) which are resistant to its 

uniquely corrosive effects of HF in order to prevent accidental emission.  With regard to 
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this regulation, which pertains directly to the design of the plant, it should be noted that at 

each stage of the process, HF is in an entirely closed environment and that at all times it 

is in contact with HF-corrosion-resistant materials, thus preventing accidental 

atmospheric exposure. 

 

Hydrochloric Acid 

Hydrochloric Acid (HCl), while less hazardous than HF and much more 

ubiquitous, still garners a variety of environmental regulations.  As with HF, it is illegal 

to transport by vehicle, rail, or air, without a permit from the United States Department of 

Transportation.  Such regulation stems from the classification of HCl as a class 8 

corrosive and as such is governed under US DOT 49 CFR 172.101.  As with HF, Solliv 

Engineering recommends that the plant manager rely on licensed third-party shippers to 

supply the concentrated HCl for generation of the diluted acid needed in the initial 

reactor. 

The EPA furthermore regulates HCl under CERCLA and EPCRA by mandating 

that any quantity of hydrochloric acid in excess of 5,000 lbs be reported to the EPA, and 

that a risk management plan be on file under circumstances when more than 500 lbs of 

acid are on site (EPA “Superfund”, 2007).  It is highly likely that, while only 3.2 kg/hr is 

consumed, since it is only useful in practice to receive shipments on a less frequent basis, 

that it is possible that large quantities of HCl will be stored on site, thus making the above 

figures relevant to managerial interest.  As with HF, the EPA does not list HCl explicitly 

as a marine pollutant.  It is listed as a hazardous substance in the Clean Water Act and it 

is strictly forbidden to dispose of HCl into waterways, not only due to chloride ion 
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contamination (thus upsetting the natural balance of aquatic systems and posing a risk to 

aquatic wildlife (Seastar, 2007)), but also because it is required to report significant spills 

(aquatic or otherwise) of such a concentrated hazardous substance to the EPA without 

delay and subject to prosecution and fines (EPA, 2008). 

Furthermore, as with the danger of other highly corrosive substances such as HF, 

for both the safety of workers and the prevention of accidental spills, it is strongly 

recommended that HCl be stored in corrosion-resistant containers such as those made of 

steel lined with specialty rubber (Corrosion Doctors, 2008), and that it not be stored open 

to the atmosphere due to the continual formation of toxic vapors (Guldbrandsen, 2002).  

It is likewise required under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act that HCl, as a 

hazardous corrosive substance, either be neutralized (as planned in this process with T-

103) or be disposed of according to appropriate notification and disposal method 

described in RCRA (EPA, 2008). 

 

4.2.1 REMAINING ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

Silicon, as processed in our design, does not pose environmental hazards.  Due to 

the general size of the Si material (primarily > 0.1 mm), it is easily contained within the 

system and does not pose atmospheric particulate risks.  One of the few other notable 

effluents from the system is the so-called “yellow phase” which binds the grains of pure 

silicon to one another and which lacks specific chemical characterization, and is 

primarily calcium, iron, and aluminum in nature.  The substance, which is soluble in 

dilute acid is not specifically regulated by the EPA, will be disposed directly to 

environment, and is thus not covered in this section.  The remaining components 
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generated by the system, which are present in minimal amounts or in a diluted state, 

consist of hydrogen gas (negligible, though please see Safety Section above), silane 

(negligible and unquantified side reaction), various silicides (negligible and unquantified 

side reactions), and tetrafluorosilane (a precursor to the hydrogen gas).  While two of 

these four (silane and hydrogen gas) are still important to on-site safety considerations 

and are regulated by OSHA, none are covered with specificity in this environmental 

impact statement because they are present in minimal amounts or in dilute solution with 

the acid systems described above. 

The last two components are ferric chloride, an additive to the system, and 

sodium bicarbonate, which is used in neutralizing the remainder of dilute hydrochloric 

acid that is drained off the first reactor (R-101).  Each of these compounds is purchased 

as a powdered solid and added to the HCl and the neutralization tanks respectively.  

Sodium bicarbonate (i.e. baking soda) is not an environmental hazard (EPA “Potassium”, 

2007); furthermore, no regulations related to its transportation were found.  Ferric 

chloride is regulated under the "Hazardous Substances Appendix A" and must be 

reported when stored in excess of 1,000 lbs (EPA, 1998).  This is a relevant regulation, 

since ferric chloride will, in practice, be stored on site.  Ferric chloride is also regulated 

as a Class 8 corrosive in 49 CFR 172.101 (Environmental Chemistry “Ferric”, 2008).  No 

other particular references could be found regarding the environmental legislation 

surrounding ferric chloride, a corrosive substance.  The ferric chloride exits the 

neutralization tank as amorphous ferric hydroxide (Ela, 2008).  This product will 

naturally precipitate in T-103 and can be sold as a material used in sorption of rare earth 

elements (Quinn, 2006).  The environmental impact of this process resultant from the 
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addition of ferric chloride is thus approximately nonexistent, since its addition does not 

result in “waste”.  On the matter of adding sodium bicarbonate as a neutralizing agent, 

the reaction of this base with the remaining HCl in the fluid drained from the first reactor 

(R-101) generates harmless sodium chloride (table salt), along with pure water and 

carbon dioxide gas (in the amount of 2.5 kg/hr), the equivalent of running an average car 

for 15 km (Whatcar, 2008).   

 

4.2.2 LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS 

The LCA of this process, from gate to gate, reveals a largely benign process.  

Ferric chloride enters the process and leaves as the useful substance of amorphous ferric 

hydroxide.  Metallurgical grade silicon enters the process at a purity of 99.0% Si and 

leaves at a purity of 99.9% Si, having been purged of a number of natural minerals, the 

most prominent effluent of which (of the so-called “yellow phase”) is calcium chloride.  

The HF acid used can be regenerated to minimize both the long-term cost as well as the 

environmental impact (Beach, 2008).  Engaging in such a scheme, the development of 

which is strongly recommended by Solliv Engineering, makes the life cycle impact of HF 

negligible, as the acid would not exit the system as acid.  Even without such a 

regeneration scheme, any remaining HF would be neutralized, and diluted with the large 

amount of effluent water to generate a fluoride solution that poses no environmental 

impact in terms of fluorides (Beach, 2008).  In this process, the HF is assumed to be 

completely reacted by the time of replacement.  Further investigation should test this 

assumption and make any necessary design alterations should this assumption turn out to 

be invalid.  Other products produced by the system include table salt, water, humid 
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nitrogen gas, and 2.5 kg/hr amount of carbon dioxide, and purified silicon for use in solar 

cell production.  The principal product of the hydrofluoric etching of silicon dioxide is 

H2SiF6, a component which is reused as a sterilizing agent for bottles (Muscat, 2008).  

The reality of the Silgrain process is that its only significant life cycle analysis 

component is that of water usage, which totals 5741 kg/hr.  This water, which must be DI 

water, is the greatest environmental impact of the process.  The average household uses 

341 kg/day (USGS, 2008), making the impact of this process equivalent to 17 residential 

homes. 

In closing, it should be noted that the GWP values for the gases emitted from our 

process are as follows: the GWP of CO2 is 1, the GWP of hydrogen is 5.8 (Derwent, 

2006) and nitrogen is not a global warming gas.  However, due to the negligible amounts 

of hydrogen generated in the process the global warming impact is minimal. 
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5. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS  

5.1 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS  

Introduction 

A business proposal has been derived based on the process outlined above in 

regards to the startup of a silicon treatment plant to produce solar grade silicon.  The 

facilities will be provided by a parent company, and thus, no expenses related to property 

are considered in this proposal.  To start up the facility, approximately $1.2 million will 

be needed for the investment of raw materials, manufacturing and computer equipments, 

payroll, etc.  This is estimated by assuming a $0 Company Funds value (Statement of 

Cash Flows). We then find the month with the most negative Ending Cash Balance 

(Statement of Cash Flows) and calculated the following: 

)(*2)( ExpensesOperatingMonthlyBalanceCashEndingNegativeMost +  

The Operating Expense is taken from the same month with the most negative ending cash 

balance and can be found on the Income Statement.   Screenshots and selected tables can 

be seen in Appendix F. 

 

Operating Expenses 

Labor costs were estimated using the Richardson Cost Data Index (Richardson, 

2007).  There will be approximately three 24-hour shifts to be filled at an average pay of 

$30 per hour.  It should be noted that 4.3 workers per 24-hour shift should be hired. 

FICA, Medicare, and a payroll benefit rate were assumed to be 6.2%, 1.45%, and 

16.00%, respectively. 
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Utilities were computed by estimating the kW-h data of the processing equipment 

given by their respective cost data.  In accordance with the Department of Energy’s 

Electric Sales, Revenues, and Average Price a nominal price of $0.06 per kW-h was 

assumed (EIA, 2007).  

The only equipment to be rented at this time is the water de-ionizer.  The reverse 

osmosis pretreatment system will be purchased but the de-ionizing system will be rented.  

It is a four bank, 3.6 cu. ft. each, mixed bed DI tank system, at a monthly rate of $160, 

plus $150 for exchanges.  We are assuming bi-weekly exchanges for pure DI water.   

The “Contingency” operating expense on the Income Statement is based on 50% 

of the labor rate and is inserted as a catch-all.  It is necessary to include a contingency 

expense this early in the processing phase, in order to include expenses for which it is 

difficult to account (e.g. insurance, permits, installation fees, extra equipment, etc.) 

 

Chemical Prices 

The approximate needed monthly raw materials are as follows (Table 13), in 

kilograms: 3 million - Deionized (DI) water, 1.15 - HF acid, 1.6k - HCl acid (5%), 50.5k 

- Input Si (99% pure silicon), 4.5k FeCl3, 2.4k NaHCO3, 300 N2 (high purity, 99.99%).   

Table 13: Chemical costs per month required for the Silgrain process. 
    Quantity   
Chemical Equipment Costs Per Month  Price  (per month) Cost 

Di Water     
Hydrofluoric acid  $        1.43  1.13  $                        1.62  
Hydrochloric acid (5%)  $        0.11  1,585.65  $                    174.79  
Input Si  $        2.00  50,492.64  $             100,985.29  

FeCl3  $        0.41  4,510.27  $                 1,864.09  

NaHCO3  $        0.49  2,418.29  $                 1,172.87  

H20  $        0.00  2,980,648.88  $                 1,968.42  

N2 (High Purity, 99.99%)  $        0.63  281.96  $                    178.37  

Total Chemical Equipment Investment  $        5.07     $             106,345.45  
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The cost of goods sold (COGS) is calculated based on the combination of 

chemicals, water, and raw product input.  The price of Hydrochloric acid is based on the 

Chemical Market Reporter average price of $100 per ton (ICIS, 2006).  The HF acid 

price was based on an estimate of $1,430 per ton given by Chemical Week (Chemical 

Week, 2004).  Ferric Chloride is based on the Chemical Market Reporter price at $375 

per ton.  The sodium bicarbonate price is assumed to be $440 per ton, given in a recent 

purchasing report (Reed, 2008). The price of readily available tapwater is taken from the 

Tucson average of about ¼ cent per gallon (Empact News, 2004).  The price of N2 gas is 

an estimate of $0.63 pre kg from Scott Specialty Gasses (Scott, 2008). 

 

Manufacturing and Computer Equipments 

The following manufacturing equipment will be needed (Table 14): two 

conveyors, two reactor tanks, two rinse water storage tanks, one HF storage tank, one 

HCl neutralization tank, two wash tanks, one infrared conveyor dryer, one pre-dryer 

shaker, one HCl pump, one water pump, one HF pump, one water pretreatment pump and 

three valves.  
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Table 14:  Manufacturing Equipment Costs 
Manufacturing Equipment Investments Price Quantity Cost Lifetime (months) 

Conveyor 1  $3,600  1  $3,600  60 

Conveyor 2  $3,600  1  $3,600   

Reactor Tanks  $5,100  2  $10,200   

Rinse Water Storage Tanks  $488  2  $976   

HF Storage Tank  $488  1  $488   

HCL Neutralization Tank  $510  1  $510   

Wash Tanks  $1,000  2  $2,000   

Infrared Conveyor Dryer  $48,840  1  $48,840   

Pre-Dryer Shaker  $9,900  1  $9,900   

Pump 1 (HCl Pump)  $841  1  $841   

Pump 2 (Water Pump)  $841  1  $841   

Pump 3 (HF Pump)  $841  1  $841   

Water Pretreatment System  $200,000  1  $200,000   

Valves  $153  3  $459   

Total Manufacturing Equipment Investment    $283,096   

Computer Equipment Investment  Price  Quantity  Cost Lifetime (months) 

Computer systems  2,000  1  2,000  60 

Control System 1  2,395     

pH Monitoring System  898     

Total Computer Equipment Investment  5,293     

 

The conveyer belts were assumed to be basic 20 ft long (6.1 m) and 24” wide, and 

the prices were estimated using the Richardson Cost Data Index (Richardson, 2007).  The 

water treatment plant and deionizing system was estimated by Ronald J. Soroka at 

Culligan Water and is based on a 100 GPM flow rate design.  Both the HCl and HF 

reactor tanks have price quotes based from the Richardson Cost Data Index (Richardson, 

2007),  manufactured by the Nalco Co. The various polypropylene tanks for rinse water, 

HF and HCL storage and acid neutralization are quoted from the online distributer Chem-

Tainer Industries Inc.  The two wash tanks were estimated by adding together the parts 

supplied by Chem-Tainer that can be used to create the specialty tank needed for the 

wash tanks. The infrared drier estimate was prepared by Charles Blue at Infrared Heating 

Technologies LLC based on a 48” wide conveyor and 12’ long heating element. The 36” 
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pre-drier shaker was estimated using the Richardson Cost Data Index (Richardson, 2007) 

from the manufacturer Sweco.  The total manufacturing equipment investment will cost 

approximately $ 283k, with an economic life of five years.   

The computer equipment will cost a total of $5.3k, which will include the pH 

monitoring system, actuators, and valve controls.  It will also have an economic life of 

five years.  The computer automation system and pH monitoring system were estimated 

from the online suppliers Automation Direct and Omega.com, respectively. In all, the 

total equipment investment will be approximately $ 290k.   

 

Income and Revenue 

In addition, the estimated sales rate is 50 thousand kg per month and so the 

product cost per kg will be approximately $ 2.15 per kg, creating a cost of goods sold of 

approximately $ 106k per month.  It is also assumed that the same amount of product 

produced each month will be completely sold because it will move directly into the 

parent company’s plant, and thus there will be no inventory.  The current price tag for the 

final solar grade silicon is assumed to be $ 6 ($/kg).  The revenue is estimated to be 

steady at $300,000 per month, beginning in February 2009, assuming a six month lag 

time for installation of the equipments and personnel training.  This lag time is based off 

of a ten-week lag time from ordering to delivery of the infrared drier (the largest and 

most specialty equipment), plus installation and testing of the entire process. Fig. 6 

illustrates the estimated net income (after taxes) that the company is expected to have. 

Note that total cash will see a decrease of about $1 million before there is a positive net 

income. 
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Figure 6: The estimated net income (after taxes) that the company is expected to have for 
the first 60 months. 

 

 
Valuation 

 We have assumed a Minimum Annual Rate of Return (MARR) of 40%.  A typical 

startup company must offer a sizable MARR (at least 30-40%) because of its associated 

risk.  A less risky venture by a well-established company might offer a MARR of 10%, 

maybe even 20%.  The greater the MARR, the greater the Percent Outside Ownership, 

which is the percentage owned by our investor(s).   

 The Net Present Value (NPV) is the present value of the returns less the present 

value of the investment.  It is the excess of cash flow in present value terms.  Its formula 

is: 

∑
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Where CFk is the cash flow for period k, 

 i is the MARR 

 k is the period from 1 to n 

 N is the last period of cash flow 

NPV is an investment profitability tool.  If the NPV is less than zero, the venture would 

lose money and should not be pursued.  If the NPV is greater than zero it is a profitable 

venture.  If the NPV equals zero, it is neither profitable nor costly.   

 The Future Values (Figure 7) simply takes the Present Values of the venture, the 

investment, and the combination of the two and show their future valuation over 1 to 5 

years as well as 20 years.  

Figure 7: The future values of the project showing the post money value, investment, and 
the pre money value for 0-5 and 20 years. 

 

It should be noted that the Continuing Value is a function that predicts the infinite 

returns of the project, assuming a nominal 3% growth rate per year.  When added to the 

returns calculated in the five years of financials it is used to compute an NPV that 

assumes that this venture will survive for many years to come.  Furthermore, using this 
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NPV with Excel’s Future Value function, the Future Value of any number of years can be 

easily predicted. 

  The Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is the percentage of MARR that will drive our 

NPV zero.  This is a finite calculation, however, and cannot be computed using the 

Continuing Value function.  It is therefore calculated to be 128% for the 5 years of 

financial statements put together for this proposal.  The analysis from the valuation is that 

the project should be pursued.  It has a NPV greater than zero and a promising IRR. 
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5.2 ECONOMIC HAZARDS 

 The major economic hazards lie in the buying price of metallurgical grade silicon 

and the selling price of pre-solar grade silicon.  Currently the purchase price of 

metallurgical silicon is $2.00 per kilogram, which accounts for about 95% of the raw 

material costs. If this price were to double to $4.00 per kilogram, the net income over the 

next 60 months would be negative, which, with a pre-solar silicon selling price of $6.00 

per kilogram, would make the process economically unfeasible. 

 Alternatively, the selling price of the pre-solar silicon is also subject to 

fluctuations.  Assuming the costs of the raw materials stay constant, if the selling price 

were to drop to about $3.85 per kilogram, the net income over the next 60 months would 

display a net loss.  Thus, to maintain a positive net income the selling price must be 

greater than $3.85 per kilogram.   

 Since these prices are mainly due to the outlook of the photovoltaic industry, it 

would be difficult to mitigate these hazards.  One way we could alleviate these potential 

risks is to ensure that a selling price is set in a contract with a buyer and guaranteed over 

a given period of time.  This eliminates variability in pricing for a period of time, but also 

eliminates the ability to glean windfall profits.  However, in this way the price for the 

pre-solar grade silicon can be set no lower than the acceptable amount in order to 

maintain acceptable economic favorability for the process. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

 Based on the simplicity of the design and the very favorable economic outlook for 

the process it is recommended that the project be pursued. The future prospect of solar 

energy is very promising as seen the introduction (see section 1), and the continued 

uncertainty of the future supply of oil reserves will help bolster the expanded use of solar 

cell technology. Having a stable and steady supply of silicon will be essential in the 

production of photovoltaic cells, and the proposed process produces silicon at a much 

lower cost when compared to current production methods such as the Siemens process 

(see section 2.2). In addition to being a more efficient means of producing solar grade 

silicon, the Silgrain process also helps protect the environment by consuming only a 

quarter of the energy that is used in the Siemens process. The driving force for the 

installation of facilities utilizing the Silgrain process is the return on investment for the 

project. 

 The investor’s rate of return (IRR) is a very promising 128% after only 5 years 

after construction of the facility begins. The total capital costs for the process are only 

$1.2 million. It is clearly evident by the magnitude of the IRR, the small capital costs, and 

the very short payback period of just over two years that the project is very promising. 

The proposed process succeeds in providing solar grade silicon using less energy than 

current methods and also in providing an IRR that predicts enormous profits. While the 

current design takes many factors into account there are several recommendations for 

future work. 

 One primary concern that will arise with the proposed process is that the silicon 

that is produced by the enclosed method will contain slightly greater amounts of 
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impurities than the silicon resulting from the Siemens process. Because of this, there is 

the possibility that the lifetime of the solar cells produced using this silicon will be 

adversely affected. While the chemistry that is involved in the purification process does 

no indicate that this will be an issue, it is an area that would be beneficial to study in the 

future. 

 One improvement that could be made to the process calculations would be to 

specifically determine the sphericity of the silicon particles. An assumption was made as 

to the sphericity of the particles, which determines the fluidization velocity and affects 

the amount of water used in the process. Thus, a recommendation would be to perform an 

experiment on the decomposed silicon particles in order to accurately determine their 

sphericity and thus improve the accuracy of the calculations. 

 Another recommendation is that a pilot plant be built at a fraction of the final 

scale to verify the enclosed paper design. This will prove to especially beneficial in 

regards to the times for each stage since several assumptions were made in regards to 

reaction times and times to transport the material from one stage of the semi-batch 

process to another. If any problems exist that have not yet been considered then a pilot 

plant will help elucidate those issues before all of the capital is invested in a full scale 

plant. 
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8. APPENDICES 

A. ASSUMPTIONS &  HEURISTICS 

Assumptions 

- the thermal conductivity, density and heat capacity of silicon was assumed to be 

constant 

- the heat transfer coefficient of N2 gas in the dryer is 50 W/m2-K 

- the initial weight of the bed of silicon in the dryer is 40% water and 60% silicon 

- for the purposes of calculating the heat of mixing in the HCl reactor (R-101), the 

HCl/H2O stream is assumed to be 100% water. 

- a length of 6.1 meters is sufficient for the conveyer belt 

- all impurities removed are water soluble and leave the process after the hydrochloric 

leaching stage.  All remaining impurities are still entrained within the pre-solar grade 

silicon at the end of the process 

- all the calcium removed from before and after the process is in calcium silicide form 

- the sphericity of the silicon is 0.33 

- the silicon particles are 1.0 mm in diameter for the HF acid use calculation 

- for HF etching, it was assumed that the acid remaining on the particles post etching is 

negligible 

- the reaction products in the HCl leaching reaction are considered to be negligible 

 

Heuristics 

- Heuristic #33: the best way to heat a stream of solids is by direct contact with a hot gas 
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B. MASS &  ENERGY BALANCES  

 The mass balance calculation was determined by using the final stream table 

values and calculating the various inputs and outputs.  Using the Excel spreadsheet with 

the stream table calculations, each chemical compound input and output was summed up 

to determine the total mass in of the compound.  Once the individual chemical 

compounds were determined, they were all summed to determine the overall mass 

balance.  Screenshots of the excel spreadsheet can be seen in Figs. 8 and 9.  The cell 

values that are referenced in Fig. 9 are from the stream table calculations and can be seen 

in Appendix C.9. 

Figure 8:  Screenshot of the final mass balance values using Excel 
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Figure 9:  Screenshot of the final mass balance formulas using Excel 

 

A percent error calculation was also performed by subtracting the total mass out 

value from the total mass in value and dividing by the total mass in value.  This error was 

found to be about 0.018 %, and the errors can mainly be attributed to rounding in the 

various molecular weight values. 

For this process, the energy balance can be seen in Appendix C as the sum of the 

individual energy calculations.   
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C. FINAL CALCULATIONS  

C.1 METALLURGICAL SILICON CONVEYER (C-101) 

 In order to determine the energy requirements for the belt conveyer, an equation 

from Table 16.19 of Seider was used (Seider, 2004). Here, the mass, m¸ of material being 

moved and the length, L, of the belt had to be known. The mass was known to be 101 kg 

from the amount of metallurgical silicon used per batch, and the length was assumed to 

be 20 feet (6.1 meters). It was also assumed that the conveyer did not change have an 

elevation change between units.  

( ) LmP 82.000058.0=      (2) 
 
where P is the power in horsepower. 
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C.2 DRYER (D-201) CALCULATIONS 

 In designing the silicon dryer, it was necessary to complete a transient heat 

transfer problem in order to determine the time it takes for the bed of wet silicon in the 

dryer to be dried. The silicon enters the 150 °C (T∞) dryer at approximately 25 °C (T0), 

which is taken to be at time equals zero. The depth of the pile of silicon (2L) is 4 cm.  

The transient heat transfer problem was set up as seen in Fig. 10. 

Figure 10.  Diagram of a layer of silicon that is 2L high that is to be dried in an oven at a 
temperature of T∞ with a heat transfer coefficient of h. 

 

 

The boundary condition for the problem was that the partial derivative of temperature 

with respect to x was 0 at the midline (Eqn. 3), which is true because of the symmetry of 

the problem. 

 

0
0

=
∂
∂

=xx

T
     (3) 
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Then, according to the same derivation as seen in the ChEE 305 class notes from Dr. 

Saez (Saez, 2007), the following equation is obtained: 
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α =       (10) 

 

where Bi is the Biot number, k is the thermal conductivity of silicon, ρ is the density of 

silicon, t is the time, h is the heat transfer coefficient of the nitrogen gas, and cp is the heat 

capacity of silicon. 

 The substitutions that were made for x, t, and T are to create a dimensionless 

problem that can be solved and whose solution is applicable regardless of units for 

length, time, and temperature. The respective dimensionless replacements are η, τ, and Θ. 
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 Two times were determined using equations derived from Eqn. 4. The first time 

task was to determine when the center of the pile of silicon reached 100 °C, because this 

is the temperature at which water boils. The second task was to determine how much 

energy is required to evaporate all of the water entrained in the bed of silicon and then 

calculate how long it takes the dryer to transfer this amount of heat into the bed of silicon. 

The total time of drying will thus be at most the summation of these two times. The first 

step is to determine the time it takes for the center of the silicon pile to reach 100 °C. 

 The following procedure was followed to determine the amount of time necessary 

for the center of the silicon slab to reach 100 °C. For this analysis, the thermal 

conductivity of silicon was assumed to be constant at 149 W/m-K (McCabe, 2005). The 

density and heat capacity were also assumed to be constant at 2.33 g/cm3 and 19.8 J/mol-

K respectively (McCabe, 2005). Thus, the value for α is: 

 

 The Biot number is then found by assuming that the heat transfer coefficient is 50 

W/m2-K, which is in the range of typical values for the heat transfer coefficient for air 

(The Engineering Toolbox, 2008). 

 

The eigenvalues λn are then found using Eqn. 5 and come out to be: 

,  

Eqn. 4 is adjusted with η equal to zero so that: 
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T in Eqn. 11 represents the temperature at the center of the slab (η equals 0) at the time t, 

given the initial temperature of the slab (T0) and the oven temperature (T∞). For this 

problem, T0 is equal to 25 °C and T∞ is equal to 150 °C. The first and second eigenvalues 

were plugged into Eqn. 11, and the value of t was determined by using Goalseek in 

Excel. The first and second eigenvalues are sufficient for the analysis because the 

coefficient with the third eigenvalue is practically 0. The necessary time for the center of 

the slab to reach 100 °C came out to be 10.1 minutes. 

 Next it was necessary to see how long it takes to transfer the amount of energy 

required to evaporate all of the water in the bed of silicon. First, the energy required to 

evaporate all of the water was calculated. This was done by taking the heat of 

vaporization for water and multiplying it by the amount of water in the bed of silicon. It 

was assumed that the total weight of the silicon bed is 40% water and 60% silicon at the 

beginning of the drying. The mass of silicon is 100 kg. 

 

Therefore the energy required to evaporate all of the water is: 

 

where the heat of vaporization of water is 40.7 kJ/mol (McCabe, 2005). 

 The time required to transfer this much energy is calculated using a total heat 

transfer equation from Dr. Saez’s notes (Saez, 2007). This equation is seen below: 
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  (12) 

 

All of the values in the above equation are known except for the time, t. Goalseek was 

again used in Excel to determine the value of t, which came out to be 4.9 minutes. 

 Thus the time that is necessary to ensure complete evaporation of all of the water 

is the sum of the time for the center of the silicon slab to reach 100 °C (10.1 minutes) and 

the time to transfer enough energy to evaporate all of the water (4.9 minutes). Thus, the 

time of drying is determined to be 15 minutes. Eqn. 12 was used to determine the total 

amount of heat transferred in this time period, which came out to be 312,000 kJ. 

 The volume of the dryer was also necessary to calculate in order finish the design. 

The dryer will be a cylinder, and since the depth of the bed of silicon is set at 4 cm, 

knowing the volume of the bed of silicon will allow the radius of the cylinder to be 

calculated. The volume of the bed of silicon involves the amount of silicon, its density, 

and the void fraction. The volume of 100 kg of silicon with no void fraction is: 

 

The void fraction of the silicon particles was determined to be 0.41 (see Appendix E.2), 

and the total volume needed is determined by the following equation: 

 

where ε is the void fraction of 0.41, which comes from the following derivation: 

 

Once the total volume is known, the radius can be found using the following 

equations: 
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The radius of the dryer is therefore 76.2 cm. 

 

Nomenclature 

Symbol Value Units 
h heat transfer coefficient W/m2-K 
T temperature at time t K 
T0 initial temperature K 
L distance to centerline from edge of silicon m 
T∞ ambient dryer temperature K 
t time minutes 
x distance from midline m 
λn Eigenvalue - 
Bi Biot number - 
k thermal conductivity  
ρ density of silicon g/cm3 
α thermal diffusivity cm2/s 
η dimensionless distance - 
Θ dimensionless temperature - 
τ dimensionless time - 
cp heat capacity of silicon J/mol-K 
Q energy required to evaporate water kJ 
V volume of bed of silicon cm3 

Q
~

 heat transferred in time t kJ 
ε void fraction - 
r radius of silicon bed cm 
h depth of silicon bed cm 
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C.3 HCl REACTOR (R-101) TEMPERATURE AFTER MIXING CALCULATION  

 Streams 2, 10, and 16 are at different temperatures and are mixed in the 

hydrochloric leaching reactor (R-101).  The HCl/H2O stream is assumed to be 100% 

water for this calculation since there is very little HCl in the solution. The resulting 

temperature is calculated as follows. 

 The sum of the changes in enthalpy for all of the streams will be equal to zero 

since the reactor in which the streams are mixed is insulated, making the heat transfer 

into and out of the tank equal to zero and there is no work being done. In equation form: 

 

161020 HHHH ∆+∆+∆==∆     (13) 

∫∫∫ ++=
fff t

OHp

t

FeClp

t

Sip dTcmdTcmdTcm
368

,16

298

,10

298

,2 23
0   (14) 

 
 

where m2, m10, and m16 are the mass inserted into reactor in from the relative streams and 

the heat capacities of the different materials are given by cp. The masses per batch can be 

seen in the stream table (see section 2.1.4), and the heat capacity constants taken from 

NIST Webbook (NIST, 2008) for Eqn. 15 can be seen in Table 15. 

 

2
32

t

E
DtCtBtAc p ++++=      (15) 

 

Table 15: Heat capacity coefficients taken from NIST Webbook for selected chemicals. 
 A B C D E m (moles) 

FeCl3 979.11 -4704.36 9295.174 -6246.97 -12.498 60 
Si 22.817 3.8995 -0.08289 0.042111 -0.3541 3600 

H2O -203.6 1523.29 -3196.4 2474.5 3.855 3430 

 

 The integral of Eqn. 15 comes out to be: 
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where i equals streams 2, 10 and 16 and the little t represents the temperature divided by 

1,000 (the heat capacity convention used in NIST Webbook (NIST, 2008)). 

 Excel was used to determine the value of tf by using the Goalseek function. The 

resulting temperature was 78 °C. 

 Secondly, the mixture has to be heated to 95 °C for the specified reaction 

temperature. This is done using the following equation: 

∫∫∫ ++=
363

351

,16

363

351

,10

363

351

,2 23
dTcmdTcmdTcmQ OHpFeClpSip    (17) 

where Q is the energy necessary to raise the temperature of the mixture from 78 °C (351 

K) to 95 °C (363 K). Q comes out to be 3,960 kJ. 

 
Nomenclature 
 
Symbol Value Units 
∆H change in enthalpy kJ 
tf final temperature K 
ti initial temperature K 
cp heat capacity J/mol-K 
m number of moles moles 
A, B, C, D, E coefficients in cp calculation - 
Q energy kJ 
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C.4 IMPURITY PPMA CONVERSIONS 

The following parts per million atomic (ppma) values (Elkem, 2006) were used to 

determine the relative amounts of each impurity in the metallurgical silicon (m-Si), seen 

in Table 16: 

Table 16:  Parts per million atomic values for the various impurities in m-Si before and 
after the Silgrain process 

Impurity Before Silgrain (ppma) After Silgrain (ppma) 
Al 1000 30 
B 1 0.01 
C 700 60 
Ca 590 310 
Cr 140 70 
Cu 90 45 
Fe 3000 100 
Mn 80 70 
Mo 10 5 
Ni 80 40 
P 1 0.01 
Ti 200 6 
V 200 0.01 

Mg 300 0.01 

 

In order to use this data, it must be converted into relative mass amounts given the 

desired production rate of 600,000 kg of silicon a year.  First it is useful to convert the 

ppma values to a mass fraction per mass of silicon: 

 

 

 

 

 

This procedure was repeated for the various impurities before and after the 

silgrain process, and the results can be seen in Table 17. 

00096.0
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Table 17:  Mass fraction per mass of silicon for the various impurities before and after the 
silgrain process: 

Impurity Before Silgrain (xi) After Silgrain (xi) 
Al 0.000960693 2.88208E-05 
B 3.84932E-07 3.84932E-09 
C 0.000299361 2.56595E-05 
Ca 0.00084193 0.00044237 
Cr 0.000259189 0.000129595 
Cu 0.000203633 0.000101817 
Fe 0.005965391 0.000198846 
Mn 0.000156488 0.000136927 
Mo 3.416E-05 1.708E-05 
Ni 0.000167185 8.35925E-05 
P 1.10284E-06 1.10284E-08 
Ti 0.000340959 1.02288E-05 
V 0.00036276 1.8138E-08 

Mg 0.000259618 8.65393E-09 

 

To determine the mass of each impurity for 600,000 kg of silicon, just multiply 

the mass fraction times the amount of silicon: 

kg 576.42  mass aluminum

600,000*30.00096069mass aluminum

kg 000,600*massimpurity 

=
=

= ix

 

Now that the relative impurity masses have been calculated, it is possible to determine 

how much is removed per year: 

kg 559.12  removed aluminum

17.29 - 576.42  removed aluminum

after aluminum - before aluminum  removed aluminum

afterimpurity  mass - beforeimpurity  massremovedimpurity  mass

=
=

=
=

 

The mass removed was also converted to moles via: 

kmol 21.36  aluminum of moles

kg/kmol  /26.28kg 559.12  aluminum of moles

impurity/ mass impurity  of moles

=
=

= iMW
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The amount removed was determined for each impurity and the results are 

tabulated below in Table 18 below. 

Table 18:  Tabulated results of mass and moles before, after, and removed for each 
impurity on an annual basis 

Impurity 
Mass Before 
Silgrain [kg] 

Mass After 
Silgrain [kg] 

Mass 
Removed [kg] 

Moles Before 
Silgrain [kg] 

Moles After 
Silgrain [kg] 

Moles 
Removed 
[kmol] 

Al 576.42 17.29 559.12 21.36 0.64 20.72 
B 0.23 0.00 0.23 0.02 0.00 0.02 
C 179.62 15.40 164.22 14.95 1.28 13.67 
Ca 505.16 265.42 239.74 12.60 6.62 5.98 
Cr 155.51 77.76 77.76 2.99 1.50 1.50 
Cu 122.18 61.09 61.09 1.92 0.96 0.96 
Fe 3579.23 119.31 3459.93 64.09 2.14 61.95 
Mn 93.89 82.16 11.74 1.71 1.50 0.21 
Mo 20.50 10.25 10.25 0.21 0.11 0.11 
Ni 100.31 50.16 50.16 1.71 0.85 0.85 
P 0.66 0.01 0.66 0.02 0.00 0.02 
Ti 204.58 6.14 198.44 4.27 0.13 4.14 
V 217.66 0.01 217.65 4.27 0.00 4.27 

Mg 155.77 0.01 155.77 6.41 0.00 6.41 

 

To determine the actual amount of m-silicon mass going into the process, the 

600,000 kg per year will be added to the sum of the impurity masses, giving 605,912 kg 

per year m-Si to be processed.  Once the process is complete, 600,369 kg per year of pre-

solar grade silicon will be collected. 
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C.5 REACTION CALCULATIONS 

Now that the amount of each impurity removed has been calculated, they will be 

used to determine what happens in the hydrochloric leaching reaction.  It was assumed 

that all impurities removed are water soluble and leave the process after the hydrochloric 

leaching stage.  All remaining impurities are still entrained within the pre-solar grade 

silicon at the end of the process. 

 Based on (Yamanaka, 1996), the leaching and breakup of m-Si is carried out via 

the reaction between hydrochloric acid and calcium silicide, seen below: 

2233622 33)(363 HCaClOHHSiOHHClCaSi ++→++  

 It was assumed that all the calcium removed from before and after the process is 

in calcium silicide form. 

Furthermore, iron chloride 3FeCl  is added to the reaction as a catalyst to increase 

the reaction rate (Halvorsen, 1985).  However it does not react with the reactants of the 

previously listed equation.  The iron chloride is added per liter of reacting solution, and in 

this case “should be at least 50 grams Fe+ per liter,” which is used to calculate the mass 

and moles required per batch. 

batchper  moles 055357.0
mol 1000

kmol 
*

g 56

mol
 * g 3100

g 3100L 62* 
L

g 05
 batch per  required FeCl3

==

==
 

The amount of calcium removed from before and after the process is 5.98 kmol 

per year.  From the reaction, there are two silicon particles for every calcium particle, 

thus 11.96 kmol per year of silicon is removed with the rest of the impurities.  After the 

reaction occurs, the resulting products are in a liquid phase with the unreacted acid 
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solution and is called the “yellow phase” (Lynch, 2008).  The yellow phase contains the 

reaction products from above, however the relative amounts are so small on the overall 

scale that they are not explicitly listed the stream table. 

The reaction is carried out via the 5% hydrochloric acid solution and the amounts 

of acid and water needed in the reaction were subtracted from the input amounts.  Based 

on the void fraction experiment, Appendix E.2, the void fraction of the silicon particles 

was determined to be 0.41, and the required liquid volume needed to submerge the silicon 

was found to be 62 liters.   

Once the hydrochloric leaching is complete, the “yellow phase” is sent to the 

neutralization tank and neutralized with sodium bicarbonate.  The acid-base 

neutralization reaction of the hydrochloric acid and sodium bicarbonate follows the series 

of reactions: 

2232

323

COOHCOH

COHNaClHClNaHCO

+→
+→+

 

According to the reactions, every reactant and product has a basis of one mole.  

This means for every mole of acid to be neutralized, one mole of base is required and one 

mole of salt, water, and carbon dioxide are formed.  After the reaction in R-101 there are 

0.057572 kmol of hydrochloric acid going into the neutralization tank.  Once the 

neutralization with sodium bicarbonate is complete, 0.057572 kmol of sodium chloride, 

water, and carbon dioxide leave the tank.  The mass of these components can be easily 

converted to mass by multiplying by the molecular weight. 
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C.6 FLUIDIZATION CALCULATIONS 

 The minimum fluidization velocity for the silicon granules (post HCl reaction) is 

as follows, based on McCabe, Smith, and Harriot’s Unit Operations of Chemical 

Engineering, equation 7.52 (McCabe, 2005). This equation is appropriate for particle 

sizes of 1.0 mm and larger, a condition relevant to our entire process based on calculation 

assumptions. The following values also come from McCabe (McCabe, 2005). 

 

Experimental post-reaction void fraction  εM = 0.41 

Gravitation acceleration constant   g = 9.8 m/s2 

Density of Silicon     ρp = 2330 kg/m3 

Density of Distilled Water    ρ = 1000 kg/m3 

Maximum Silicon Particle Diameter   Dp = 1.0 mm 

Sphericity of Silicon Particles    φs = 0.33 

 

It must be noted that the sphericity is an assumption, as no data on sphericity 

exists for the silicon granules at hand, and that the number should be subject to further 

investigation.  

 
2/13 ]75.1/)([( ρερρφ MppsOM gDV −≈    (18) 

 
 

With the parameter values given above, V0M ≈ 0.013 m/s.  This was taken as the 

appropriate fluidization velocity of distilled water for silicon particles of diameters up to 

1.0 mm. 
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C.7 HF ACID USE 

To determine the amount of hydrofluoric acid used during the etching stage of the 

process, the amount of silicon dioxide formed was first determined.  Based on the 

assumption that the particles are 1.0 mm diameter spheres, the volume of pure silicon was 

determined geometrically: 

310

2

3

m 102359.5

)2/m 001.0(
3

4
3

4
  Si pure of Volume

−=

=

=

xV

V

r

π
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Based on the approximation by (Spierings, 1993), a two nanometer layer of 

silicon dioxide forms on the outside of the spheres.  With this information, the new 

volume of the silicon spheres can be calculated: 

310
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3
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To determine the volume of silicon dioxide, the difference in the sphere volumes 

were taken: 

sphereper  cm1028.6m 10283.6

102359.51023605.5

silicon pure Vol.-silicon oxidized Vol.dioxideilicon  of Volume

39315

1010

−−

−−

⇒=
−=

=

xxV

xxV

s

 

Next it is necessary to determine the total number of spheres being processed per 

batch.  Assuming that the density of the processed silicon particles are that of pure 

silicon, the volume of the particles can be determined: 
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m 0429.0
cm)100(
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2.33g
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kg

g1000
*
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kg 0614.100 =  

Once the volume was determined, the number of spheres could be determined by 

dividing the total volume by the volume per sphere: 

 1020.8batch per  spheres ofnumber  Total

m 1023605.5/m 0.0429 batch per  spheres ofnumber  Total
7

3103

−

−

=

=

x

x
 

Next the total volume, mass, and moles of silicon dioxide can be determined 

using the information found previously: 

mols018864.0
60.1g

mol
*1.1337g  Moles DioxideSilicon  Total

g1337.1
cm

g2.2
*

m

cm)100(
*m10 5.15  Mass DioxideSilicon  Total

m1015.51028.6*8.20x10  Volume DioxideSilicon  Total

33

3
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37157

==

==

==

−

−−

x

xx

 

Now that the amount of moles has been calculated for each batch, the amount of 

hydrofluoric needed to etch off the silicon dioxide can be determined.  Using the 

following reaction (Spierings, 1993): 

OHSiFHHFSiO 2622 26 +→+  

It is possible to determine the moles of hydrofluoric acid needed.  Based on the 

reaction, six moles of hydrofluoric acid are needed for every mole of silicon dioxide.  

Thus, 0.11318 moles of hydrofluoric acid are needed per processing batch.  Given the 

batch limiting time to be an hour, this reaction should have ample time to take place as 

etching times to remove oxide layers run in the 15-60 second range (Virginia 

Semiconductor, 2003) 
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A volume of 50 liters is used to submerge the silicon particles, which also 

accounts for the particle void fraction of 0.41.  Furthermore, a 5% by weight hydrofluoric 

acid solution was suggested for used to maintain safety levels without requiring a 

certified chemical fume hood (McGill, 2008).  A 5% solution by weight would be 

approximately 50 kg for 50 liters of solution.  Thus at 5%, there are 2.5 kg of 

hydrofluoric acid per batch, which is 41.7 moles.  Taking that 0.11318 moles of 

hydrofluoric acid are consumed in every batch, the total number of batches that can be 

run before the acid needs to be recharged can be calculated. 

batches 44.368
es0.11318mol

batch
*moles7.41batches ofNumber ==  

For one year, the number of times the hydrofluoric acid solution would have to be 

replaced can be calculated by dividing the total number of batches per year by the 

number of batches until a replacement is needed. 

yearper  tsreplacemen 28.16year  a replace  toTimes

batches 368.44

treplacemen
 *

year

 weeks50
*

week

days 5
*

day

hrs 24
*

hr

batch 1
 year  a replace  toTimes

=

=
 

This equates to replacing the hydrofluoric acid solution about every three weeks. 
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C.8 SIZING OF RINSE WATER TANKS (T-102 &  T-203) 

 The amount of deionized water required to dilute any excess HCl can be 

calculated based on the environmental regulation that states that hydrochloric acid (HCl) 

with a pH of 2 can be discarded (EPA, 1995).  Taking a pH of 2, the concentration of the 

HCl solution can be determined: 

mol/L 10][

]log[2

]log[

2−+

+

+

=

−=

−=

H

H

HpH

 

Furthermore, the amount of reacting solution from R-101 remaining on the silicon 

particles can be assumed to be 20 kg out of the 62 kg of total solution in the reactor 

(McCabe, 2005).  Thus, the amount of HCl going into the rinse water cycle can be 

determined by multiplying the ratio of silicon particle mass to total solution mass (20 kg/ 

62 kg) by the amount of HCl remaining post reaction: 

remaining HCl kmol 0.027780HCl kg 0.999588

remaining HCl kg 0.999588HCl kg 3.098722*0/622

⇒

=
 

Since HCl dissociates into H+ and Cl- in equal proportions, the moles remaining 

of HCl can be split into equal moles of H+ and Cl-.  Thus there are 0.027780 kmol of H+ 

ions that need to be diluted by deionized water.  To determine the amount of water 

needed to dilute, the moles of hydrogen ions can be divided by the maximum 

concentration found initially: 

aterDilution W of L 2778
mol10

L
*

kmol

mol 1000
 * remaining HCl kmol 0.027780

2

=

−  

Thus, 2778 liters of deionized water will need to be used each batch, which also 

determines the minimum tank size required for T-102.  The actual tank size is slightly 
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larger due to the extra deionized water that comes from fluidization, which brings the 

tank size to 2902 liters. 

 To determine the tank size of the hydrofluoric acid (HF) rinse tank, T-203, certain 

assumptions will have to be made.  This calculation is more difficult because HF is 

recycled.  Each time the HF is used to etch the silicon particles the amount of HF 

remaining decreases.  However, also taking into account the loss of HF solution 

remaining on the particles post etching, this calculation is very difficult to determine.  

Thus, for HF etching, it was assumed that the acid remaining on the particles post etching 

is negligible.  Because of this assumption, the minimum tank size can be assumed to the 

same as T-102 since that was enough deionized water to sufficiently rinse the particles.  

As with T-102, the actual tank size is larger due to the extra deionized water from 

fluidization.  Accounting for this water, the final tank size for T-203 is 2858 liters. 
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C.9 STREAM TABLE EXCEL CALCULATIONS 

 The stream table was calculated by inputting the known numbers, such as 

temperature and pressure values, and known amounts of the various chemical 

compounds.  The individual mass flows were input into columns G through O and the 

sum was taken in column E to determine the overall batch mass flow of each stream.  To 

determine the molar flow, an equation was written to divide each of the various 

component cells by their respective molecular weights.  Screenshots of the excel file can 

be seen in the following Figs. 11, 12, and 13. 

 

Figure 11:  Screenshot of the Excel spreadsheet used to determine the stream table with 
final numbers. 
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Figure 12:  Screenshot of the excel spreadsheet equations used columns A through G. 
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Figure 13:  Screenshot of the Excel spreadsheet equations used columns H through O. 
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C.10 EQUPMENT TABLE EXCEL CALCULATIONS 

 For the majority of the equipment calculations, individual calculations were 

performed and input into the Excel file, as seen by the various sections in Appendix C.  

The one major calculation performed in the equipment table excel sheet was to determine 

the diameter of the tanks.  Taking the optimal height to diameter ratio of 1.5 

(MegaStrong, 2008) and the tank volumes determined in other calculations, a formula 

was written to determine the diameter of the tanks.  By using the volume equation of a 

cylinder, the height to diameter ratio was substituted in to determine the radius of the 

tank.  Once the radius was determined, it was doubled to obtain the diameter. 

rD

V
r

rV

rDhrV
D

h

*2

*5.1*2

**5.1*2

2 and ** and 5.1

3/1

3

2

=








=

=

===

π

π

π

 

where h tank height, D is diameter, V is volume, and r is radius.  The formula used in 

Excel can be seen in the screenshots in Figs. 14 and 15. 
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Figure 14:  Screenshot of the Excel spreadsheet used to determine tank diameters. 
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Figure 15:  Screenshot of the excel spreadsheet formulas used to determine tank 
diameters. 
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D. ASPEN OUTPUT 

Heater Calculations (H-101) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 16 ASPEN screenshot of the PFD of input 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Figure 17. ASPEN screenshot of the simulation input. 
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     Figure A## 
                                                            
                            Figure 18 ASPEN screenshot of the simulation output. 
 
Pumps 
 
Main Water Pump (P-101) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 19. ASPEN screenshot of the PFD of input 
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Figure 20. ASPEN screenshot of the simulation input. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                           Figure 21. ASPEN screenshot of the simulation output. 
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HCL Reactor Pump (P-102) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 22. ASPEN screenshot of the PFD of input 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 23. ASPEN screenshot of the simulation input. 
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         Figure 24. ASPEN screenshot of the simulation output. 
 
 
HF Reactor Pump (P-201) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                        Figure 25. ASPEN screenshot of the PFD of input 
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Figure 26. ASPEN screenshot of the simulation input. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 27. ASPEN screenshot of the simulation output. 
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Wash Pumps (P-103/202) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                    Figure 28. ASPEN screenshot of the PFD of input 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 29. ASPEN screenshot of the simulation input. 
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Figure 30. ASPEN screenshot of the simulation output. 
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E. EXPERIMENTS  

E.1 SILICON SIZING 

Goal 

 The goal of the silicon sizing experiment was to determine the distribution of 

silicon particle sizes so that initial assumptions could be validated or improved. The 

silicon particles were first assumed to be about 1 millimeter in diameter. 

 

Materials/Methods 

 Dr. Lynch had performed 10 individual experiments on the breaking up of 

metallurgical silicon, and the resulting silicon was used in the sizing experiment. The 

resulting silicon particles were held in 10 separate beakers. Water was added to each of 

the beakers, and the contents were added to a single beaker. 

 This mixture of silicon particles and water was vacuum filtered in order to remove 

all of the water and allow the silicon to dry. After drying, the particles were added to the 

top of a series of sieves. The sieve sizes were 500, 425, 150, and 106 micrometers. The 

sieves were then placed on a shaker and were shook for 5 minutes. 

After shaking was complete, the silicon particles in each sieve were weighed in 

order to establish how much mass was in each section. 

 

Results 

 Table 19 shows the relative amounts and percentages of the different sizes of the 

particles that were separated in the sieving experiment. 
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Table 19: The weight distribution of the different sizes of silicon used in the experiment. 
A notation of “-425+150” indicates that the material in this region was smaller than 425 

micrometers but larger than 150 micrometers. 
Size (micrometers) Weight (g) Weight % 

+500 7.05 79.04 
-500+425 0.48 5.38 
-425+150 1.07 12.00 
-150+106 0.12 1.35 

-106 0.2 2.24 
Total 8.92 100 

 

Discussion 

 The results of the experiment show that the initial assumption that the silicon 

particles are 1.0 mm in size is incorrect. This result was essential in designing the dryer 

because the smallest size of the screen that can be used in cross-circulation is 500 

micrometers. The above results show that if a 500 micrometer mesh were to be used, 

21% of the silicon would be lost. This resulted in a completely different design for the 

dryer which will use a 100 micrometer mesh, losing only 2.24% of the material. 
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E.2 SILICON VOID FRACTIONS 

Goal 

The goal of this experiment was to determine the void fraction of the silicon 

granules that will be present in the system both before and after the HCl reaction. The 

reaction reduces the average diameter of the silicon rocks by breaking the inter-grain 

boundaries.  Considering the simplicity of this experiment, it was felt that obtaining 

accurate void fractions was preferable to making an assumption in this area.  Void 

fraction is an essential element in the calculations of reactor volumes and fluidization 

velocity. 

 

Materials/Methods 

Dr. Lynch provided with two samples of silicon: one sample was the silicon that 

would be fed to the system, and the other sample contained silicon granules after they had 

been treated with HCl.  These were taken as representative samples.  The pre-reaction 

silicon was weighed before placed into a large (500 mL) glass beaker.  The volume of 

occupied space was noted.  The same was done with the post-reaction silicon, except that 

a glass vial of 10 mL was used and the occupied volume noted.  With the weights and 

volumes noted, the void fraction was calculated as follows:  

Void fraction = 1-[(weight of silicon)/(density of silicon)]/(occupied volume) 

 

Results 

 The results were as follows:  

Pre-reaction silicon void fraction = 1-[(212.32 g)/(2.33 g/mL)]/(225 mL) = 0.595 
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Post-reaction silicon void fraction = 1-[(10.86 g)/(2.33 g/mL)]/(7.9 mL) = 0.41 

 

Discussion 

The results of this experiment show that the void fraction drops by about 19% due 

to the HCl reaction.  This is important, because it determines the fluidization velocity 

necessary to move the granules out of each reactor or wash tank.  Furthermore, it also 

dictates that the HCl reactor must be larger than the successive reactors in order to 

accommodate the larger initial void fraction. 
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F.  ECONOMIC SPREADSHEETS AND TABLES 

Figure 31:  “Variable Adjust” sheet where the different variable values can be 
manipulated and sent through the rest of the workbook. 
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Table 20:  Income statement table 
Year  FY1 FY2 FY3 FY4 FY5 

Revenues            

Silgrain Product           929,532         3,809,476         3,959,950         4,116,368         4,278,964  

      

Total Revenues            929,532         3,809,476         3,959,950         4,116,368         4,278,964  

      

COGS            

Chemicals           329,505         1,350,403         1,403,744         1,459,192         1,516,830  

      

Total Cost of Goods Sold           329,505         1,350,403         1,403,744         1,459,192         1,516,830  

      

Gross Profit            

           600,027         2,459,073         2,556,206         2,657,176         2,762,135  

      

Operating Expenses           

Labor Cost           549,708            571,421            593,992            617,455            641,845  

Payroll Taxes/Benefits           130,006            135,141            140,479            146,028            151,796  

Utilities              38,386               39,930               41,536               43,207               44,945  

Equipment Rental                8,065                 8,389                 8,727                 9,078                 9,443  

      

Additional Operating Expenses           274,854            285,711            296,996            308,728            320,922  

      

Total Operating Expenses        1,001,019         1,040,593         1,081,731         1,124,496         1,168,951  

      

Depreciation           

Manufacturing Equipment              49,344               53,830               53,830               53,830               53,830  
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Computer Equipment                    871                     950                     950                     950                     950  

      

Total Depreciation              50,215               54,780               54,780               54,780               54,780  

      

Income before taxes         (451,207)        1,363,700         1,419,695         1,477,901         1,538,404  

      

Tax Expenses                         -            310,248            482,696            502,486            523,057  

      

Net Income         (451,207)        1,053,453            936,999            975,414         1,015,346  
 
Table 21:  Statement of Cash Flows 
Year FY1 FY2 FY3 FY4 FY5 

      

Operations      

Net Income (Loss)                 (451,207)                1,053,453                    936,999                    975,414                 1,015,346  

  Adjustments to net income           

Accounts Payable                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

Depreciation/Amortization                      50,215                       54,780                       54,780                       54,780                       54,780  

Inventory                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

Accounts Receivable                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

Cash Flow from Operations                 (400,992)                1,108,233                    991,779                 1,030,195                 1,070,127  

      

Investments           

Property and Equipment                 (288,316)                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

Cash Flow from Investing                 (288,316)                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

      

Cash Flow before Financing                 (689,308)                1,108,233                    991,779                 1,030,195                 1,070,127  
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Financing           

Company Funds (Equity)                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

Proceeds of Debt                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

Reduction to Debt                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

Cash Flow from Financing                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

      

Beginning Cash Balance                                 -                  (689,308)                   418,925                 1,410,704                 2,440,898  

Net Cash Flow                 (689,308)                1,108,233                    991,779                 1,030,195                 1,070,127  

Ending Cash Balance                 (689,308)                   418,925                 1,410,704                 2,440,898                 3,511,025  
 
Table 22:  Balance Sheet 
Year FY1 FY2 FY3 FY4 FY5 

Assets      

    Current Assets           

Cash                   510,692                 1,618,925                 2,610,704                 3,640,898                 4,711,025  

Accounts Receivable                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

Inventory                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

    Total Current Assets                   510,692                 1,618,925                 2,610,704                 3,640,898                 4,711,025  

      

    Long Term Assets           

Property and Equipment                   288,316                    288,316                    288,316                    288,316                    288,316  

Accumulated Depreciation                      50,215                    104,995                    159,775                    214,555                    269,335  

    Total Long Term Assets                   238,101                    183,321                    128,541                       73,761                       18,981  

Total Assets                   748,793                 1,802,246                 2,739,244                 3,714,659                 4,730,005  

      

Liabilities      

    Current Liablities           

Account Payable      
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Current Portion of Long Term Debt                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

Total Current Liabilities                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

      

Long Term Liabilities           

Long Term Debt                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

Total Long Term Liabilities                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

Total Liabilities                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

      

Company Funds                                 -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -  

Retained Earnings                 (451,207)                   602,246                 1,539,244                 2,514,659                 3,530,005  

Owner's Equity                 (451,207)                   602,246                 1,539,244                 2,514,659                 3,530,005  

Total Liabilities and Equity                 (451,207)                   602,246                 1,539,244                 2,514,659                 3,530,005  
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Figure 32:  Valuation with MARR Variations, 10%-60% worksheet screenshot. 
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Figure 33:  Sales/Manufacturing/Inventory forecast worksheet screenshot. 
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Figure 34:  Statement of cash flows worksheet screenshot. 
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Figure 35:  Income statements worksheet screenshot. 
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Figure 36:  Balance worksheet screenshot. 

 
 
Table 23:  Raw materials costs table 

 
 
 
 
 
 

    Quantity   
Chemical Equipment Costs Per 
Month Price (USD / kg) (kg / year) Price per year 

Input Si 2.00  605911.713 $1,211,823.43  

Hydrofluoric acid                  1.58  13.599 $21.44  

Hydrochloric acid                  0.11  19027.800 $2,096.86  

FeCl3                  0.41  54123.225 $22,369.13  

NaHCO3                  0.49  29019.524 $14,074.47  

H20                  0.00  35767786.590 $23,621.05  

N2 (High Purity, 99.99%)                  0.63  3383.512 $2,140.41  

Total Yearly Cost of Chemicals     $1,276,146.78  
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Figure 37:  Investments worksheet screenshot. 
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Figure 38:  Taxation worksheet screenshot. 
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Figure 39:  Operating expenses worksheet screenshot. 

 


